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How to Contact Us
Our administrative office hours are 8:30 am - 5:00 pm (unless otherwise noted). 
These hours are subject to change.
Admissions Office                                       843-661-1231
Stokes Administration Building (SAB) 113
    Monday-Friday              8:30 am - 5:00 pm
    Extended hours during registration and orientation.
Bookstore (located in the Smith University Center)              843-661-1345
 Monday-Thursday          8:30 am - 4:30 pm
     Friday  8:30 am - 4 pm
    Extended hours during registration and orientation.
Cashier                                            843-661-1596
Stokes Administration Building (SAB) 104
Center for Academic Success and Advisement (CASA)   843-661-1400
Founders Hall (FH) 220
Computer Center       843-661-1335
 Help Desk                                      843-661-1111
Main Office
 Monday-Friday            8:30 am- 5:00 pm
Main Lab
 Monday-Thursday         8:30 am - 1:00 am
 Friday                8:30 am - 5:00 pm
 Saturday                       1:00 pm - 5:00 pm
 Sunday               3:00 pm - 11:00 pm
Dining Hall                                            843-661-1260
 Monday-Friday
 Continuous Service       7:00 am – 7:30 pm
 Saturday-Sunday 
 Brunch          11:00 am - 1:30 pm
 Dinner             5:00 pm – 7:00 pm
The Grille                                          843-661-1660
 Monday-Friday              9:00 am - 11:00 pm
 Saturday-Sunday          5:00 pm - 11:00 pm
    These hours are subject to change.
Financial Assistance                      843-661-1190
Stokes Administration Building (SAB) 117
Community Center
 Housing Information Desk                           843-661-4672 (GO-RA)
 Monday-Sunday            Noon - 11:00 pm
Library                                          843-661-1300
 Sunday                3:00pm - 11:00 pm
 Monday-Thursday         8:30 am - 11:00 pm
 Friday                            8:30 am - 5:00 pm
 Saturday                        9:00 am - 5:00 pm
    Hours are reduced during holidays, summer sessions, and between semesters.
Media Center             843-661-1250
 Monday-Thursday         8:30 am - 9:30 pm
 Friday                8:30 am - 5:00 pm
 Saturday                       9:00 am - 1:00 pm
Campus Police                                      843-661-1109
Facilities Building 
Orientation                                           843-661-1563
Stokes Administration Building (SAB) 116
Provost/Graduate Studies                                 843-661-1284
Stokes Administration Building (SAB) 115
Registrar                                             843-661-1175
Stokes Administration Building (SAB) 118
Student Life                                       843-661-1182
Smith University Center (UC) 205
University Center (UC)                                   843-661-1189
    Hours may vary. Please call the UC Information Desk at 661-1180
    for the most up-to-date information.
 Monday-Thursday        8:00 am - 11:00 pm
 Friday                 8:00 am - 10:00 pm
 Saturday                 10:00 am - 9:00 pm
 Sunday             1:00 pm - 9:00 pm
Indoor Pool Hours
 Monday-Friday      Hours vary
 Saturday                 11:00 am - 6:00 pm
 Sunday         1:00 pm - 6:00 pm
Outdoor Recreational Pool Hours
    Seasonal          843-661-1189
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Undergraduate Degrees & Programs of Study
Bachelor of Arts
Bachelor of Business Administration
Bachelor of General Studies
Bachelor of Science
Bachelor of Science in Nursing
Undergraduate Programs of Study
*Minor, Collateral, and/or Courses only
Cooperative Programs and Degrees awarded by Francis Marion University.
      Engineering Technology, Civil Engineering Concentration
      Engineering Technology, Electronic Engineering Concentration
      Medical Technology
      Pharmaceutical Studies
Degrees awarded by another institution. 
      Engineering Technology (dual degree, Clemson)
      Forest Resources (Clemson)
FMU currently provides exchange programs in cooperation with universities in Canada, 
England, France, Germany, and Ireland.
Graduate Degrees & Programs of Study
Francis Marion University offers graduate degrees in the following areas:
School of Business
 Business - Master of Business Administration (M.B.A.)
 Master of Business Administration
        in Healthcare Executive Management (M.B.A.)
School of Education
 Learning Disabilities - Master of Arts in Teaching (M.A.T.) and
        Master of Education (M.Ed.)
 Instructional Accommodation - Master of Education (M.Ed.)
 Teaching and Learning--Master of Education (M.Ed.)
School of Health Sciences
 Doctor of Nursing Practice (D.N.P.)
 Master of Science (M.S.N.)
    - Family Nurse Practitioner
    - Psychiatric Mental Health Nurse Practitioner
    - Nurse Educator
 Speech-Language Pathology (S.L.P)
 Nurse Educator Certificate
Department of Psychology
 Master of Science 
    - Applied Psychology (M.S.A.P.)
    - Applied Behavior Analysis
    - Clinical Counseling
 Specialist in School Psychology (S.S.P.)




   Environmental Science
   Medical Technology
   Pre-Medical
   Pre-Dental
   Pre-Veterinary





   Pre-Pharmacy





   Liberal Arts Program
   Professional Writing






   Theatre Performance
   Theatre Production
Visual Arts
   Ceramics
   Graphic Design
   Painting
   Photography















Philosophy & Religious Studies*
MASS COMMUNICATION
Mass Communication
   Broadcast Journalism
   Convergence Journalism
   Public Relations
   Sports Journalism
MATHEMATICS
Mathematics
Mathematics Secondary   






   Criminal Justice







   Computational Physics

















Secondary Education Certification 











   Human Resource Management
   Nonprofit Management
   Sports Management
   Supply Chain Management
Management Information Systems
Marketing












Admissions Office Hours, 
Tours and Open Houses
There’s no better way to find out about FMU than to visit our beautiful campus and meet 
the faculty and staff. During the Fall and Spring semesters, the Admissions Office is 
open Monday through Friday  from 8:30 am to 5 pm. Tours are offered Monday through 
Friday at 10:30 am and 2 pm and on select Saturdays by appointment. Please call 843-
661-1231 or 1-800-368-7551 to schedule a tour. 
Open Houses are scheduled for Saturday, October 17; Saturday, November 21; 
February 13, 2021; March 6, 2021 and April 17, 2021. Please call the Admissions Office 
for more information. 
Undergraduate Admissions Procedures
Admission to FMU is on a rolling basis. Students are encouraged to apply early to take 
full advantage of financial assistance and scholarship deadlines. After all admission 
information is received, every effort will be made to notify applicants of their admission 
status within two weeks.
Freshman students must submit:
• An application for admission with the application fee.
• Official transcripts of high school work–You need 19 units of high school core 
courses to be admitted (4 units of English; 4 units of math; 3 units of laboratory 
science; 2 units of same foreign language; 3 units of social studies, including 1 unit of 
U.S. History; 1 unit of physical education or ROTC; 1 unit of fine arts, and 1 academic 
elective). In evaluating an application for admission, the university will consider high 
school record, SAT or ACT scores, recommendations and extracurricular activities.
• Official score report from the SAT or the ACT Program. For SAT and ACT test 
dates, contact the FMU Office of Admissions, your high school guidance office or the 
College Board. FMU offers an Institutional SAT (ISAT) or ACT by appointment. Call 
for details.
Transfer Students – Applicants with fewer than 22 transferable college credit hours 
must submit the information required for freshman applicants (see above) as well as 
official college transcripts. Students with 22 or more transferable college credit hours 
should submit official transcripts from all colleges attended and an application for 
admission along with the application fee.
Transient Students – If you are planning to apply credits earned at FMU to a degree 
at another institution, you must complete the application for admission. The dean or 
registrar of the institution to which credits are to be transferred must approve the courses 
that are to be taken at FMU. You will not be allowed to register as a transient student 
until written approval from the institution to which credits are to be transferred has been 
received by the Office of Admissions at Francis Marion University.
Readmits – If you have previously attended FMU and were not enrolled during the 
previous regular semester, you should contact the Office of Admissions to reapply for 
admission.
Second-Degree – If you have previously earned a baccalaureate degree (unclassified 
students) and wish to take undergraduate courses at Francis Marion University, 
you should complete the undergraduate application for admission. Positive proof of 
graduation (a copy of diploma or a transcript stating completion of degree work) is 
required.
Housing Information
Housing information for NEW STUDENTS is mailed to you with your acceptance letter. 
Your acceptance to FMU must be finalized before you apply for housing. Housing 
applications for continuing students may be obtained from the Housing Office. If you 
have questions, please call the Housing Office at 843-661-1330. Housing fees must be 
paid in full by Jan.15.
General University Fees 2020-2021
FMU reserves the right to make changes in tuition and fees at any time. For updated fee 
information including housing costs and meal plan rates, check the web at www.fmarion.
edu/about/fees or call the Admissions Office at 843-661-1231.
Students taking fewer than 10 semester hours are considered part-time for fee 
purposes. For enrollment purposes, students taking 12 or more semester hours are 
considered full-time. Audited courses are charged at the same rate as courses taken for 
credit.
REQUIRED STUDENT FEES
APPLICATION FEE (non-refundable)                 $41
MATRICULATION FEE (one-time)                      $126
BASIC FEES
    Undergraduate Students
        Full-time (per semester)
               South Carolina Residents                   $5,192
               Out-of-State Residents                        $10,384
           Part-time (per semester credit hour)
               South Carolina Residents                       $519.20
               Out-of-State Residents            $1,038.40
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    Graduate Students
        Full-time (per semester)
               South Carolina Residents                               $5,306
              Out-of-State Residents                                      $10,612              
           Part-time (per semester credit hour)
             South Carolina Residents                    $530.60
               Out-of-State Residents                 $1,061.20
    Undergraduate Students
    Upper Division Nursing and Industrial Engineering Programs
        Full-time (per semester)
               South Carolina Residents                           $8,118
               Out-of-State Residents                       $16,236
               Nursing Program Testing Fee (per semester)    $163
               One Time, Non-refundable Fee:
               Nursing Program Application Fee              $95
    Graduate Students - Nursing Program
        Full-time (per semester)
               South Carolina Residents              $8,232
           Out-of-State Residents                   $16,464
    Graduate Students - Physician Assistant 
           and Speech-Language Pathology Programs
        Full-time (per semester)    
               South Carolina Residents               $9,764
               Out-of-State Residents                     $19,528
          REGISTRATION FEE (per semester)           $20
          STUDENT ACTIVITY FEE
        Full-time (per semester)                        $156
           Part-time (per semester credit hour)                $15.60
           INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY FEE
        Full-time (per semester)                      $112
           Part-time (per semester)                      $56
           UNIVERSITY FACILITY FEE
        Full-time (per semester)                           $100
           Part-time (per semester)                     $50
           OTHER STUDENT FEES
           VEHICLE REGISTRATION (non-refundable)
         Per academic year, per vehicle             $20
           Summer sessions only                              $11
New Students: Registration
Please note that prior to registering, all new students MUST:
1. Complete Immunization Records  
The immunization form you received with your acceptance letter must be completed 
prior to registration. If you have questions about this process or need a new form, please 
call the Admissions Office at 843-661-1231 or 1-800-368-7551.
2. Confirm Your Enrollment
We try to make bill payment and applying your financial assistance easy by giving you 
several options.
Patriot Portal: You may pay and/or confirm your enrollment via the Patriot Portal 
after you have completed your schedule. Select “Financial Information” in the Patriot 
Portal, continue to “Student Account Summary,” and select “Make a Payment.” If you 
have financial assistance to cover all charges, you need only to apply your aid. If you 
owe a balance, you may pay it with VISA, MasterCard, Discover or American Express. 
Financial Assistance is also viewable in the Patriot Portal. 
• Vehicle Registration is $20 and can be paid via Patriot Marketplace, which can 
be found under the “Current Students” tab on the FMU webpage. You will need 
the vehicle make, model, and license tag number to complete the registration. 
Once processed, it generally takes 5-10 days to receive your decal in the mail, if 
requested, or you may pick it up in the Cashier’s Office. 
• Debit Plan ($5 minimum) or Patriot Bucks ($300 minimum)
     The amount of funds you designate will be placed in a declining balance account    
     with our dining service provider. You will access these funds with your FMU card.
Mail-In: You may print out the bill from the Patriot Portal and mail it in, along with your 
payment, to the Cashier’s Office. Checks should be made payable to Francis Marion 
University. 
Walk-In: You can bring the bill from the Patriot Portal, along with your payment, to the 
Cashier’s Office. Checks should be made payable to Francis Marion University.
Remember, to ensure that your schedule is not canceled, you must do one of the above 
three options by the payment deadline of Jan. 15. 
NOTE: If you have enough available financial assistance to pay all of your University’s 
charges, your available aid will automatically be used to confirm your classes for the 
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semester. An email will be sent to your FMU gmail account to notify you that your aid 
was used to confirm your classes. Please review your student account in the Patriot 
Portal for a complete listing of your financial transactions. If you decide later that you 
will not be attending FMU for the semester, you must notify the Registrar’s Office to 
withdraw you from your classes.
• Complete your financial assistance requirements and the housing application  
process as soon as possible.
• Routinely check your FMU gmail account. We use this account to communicate  
with you about your student account, registration, change checks, refund checks, 
upcoming deadlines, etc.
Drop-Add: Jan. 19-22
You may make schedule changes during the Drop-Add period by using the Patriot Portal. 
Remember to clear all changes with your adviser!
Continuing Students & Priority Registration
If you are a continuing student, you get to pre-register by class status. Before meeting 
with your adviser, complete a tentative schedule (using this course listing and your 
academic catalog). Make an appointment with your adviser to be cleared for web 
registration. After you are cleared for web registration, you may access the Patriot Portal 
for students via the Internet (www.fmarion.edu) from on-campus computer labs or from 
your home computer. If you do not know who your adviser is, contact the department of 
your major.
Pre-registration dates:
Returning Seniors may begin registering on the web October 21.
Returning Juniors may begin registering on the web October 23.
Returning Sophomores may begin registering on the web October 27.
Returning Freshmen may begin registering on the web October 29.
Your adviser must clear you for web registration before you can register on-line.
Register Online!
As an FMU student, you may register online via the Internet from any campus computer 
lab,  home computer, or the Ellucian Go App as soon as your adviser clears you for 
web registration. You may access the Patriot Portal for students from the FMU home 
page (www.fmarion.edu) to register for classes. Your adviser must clear you for web 
registration before you can register online.
Continuing Students: Fee Payment
If you pre-register, your bill will post to the Patriot Portal no later than early December. 
We try to make bill payment and applying your financial assistance easy by giving you 
several options:
Patriot Portal: You may pay and/or confirm your enrollment via the Patriot Portal 
after you have completed your schedule. Select “Financial Information” in the Patriot 
Portal, continue to “Student Account Summary,” and select “Make a Payment.” If you 
have financial assistance to cover all charges, you need only to apply your aid. If you 
owe a balance, you may pay it with VISA, MasterCard, Discover or American Express. 
Financial Assistance is also viewable in the Patriot Portal. 
• Vehicle Registration is $20 and can be paid via Patriot Marketplace, which can  
   be found under the “Current Students” tab on the FMU webpage. You will need  
   the vehicle make, model, and license tag number to complete the registration.    
   Once processed, it generally takes 5-10 days to receive your decal in the mail, if  
   requested, or you may pick it up in the Cashier’s Office.
  
• Debit Plan ($5 minimum) or Patriot Bucks ($300 minimum)
   The amount of funds you designate will be placed in a declining balance account
   with our dining service provider. You will access these funds with your FMU card.
Mail-In: You may print out the bill from the Patriot Portal and mail it in, along with your 
payment, to the Cashier’s Office. Checks should be made payable to Francis Marion 
University. 
Walk-In: You can bring the bill from the Patriot Portal, along with your payment, to the 
Cashier’s Office. Checks should be made payable to Francis Marion University.
Remember, to ensure that your schedule is not canceled, you must do one of the above 
three options by the payment deadline of January 15.  
Drop-Add and Late Registration
Drop-Add for Pre-Registered Students: Jan. 19-22
You may make schedule changes via the Patriot Portal during this period. Remember to 
clear these changes with your adviser.
Continuing Students: Registration
If you are a returning student who did not register during Priority Pre-Registration, you 
must meet with your adviser and get cleared for registration so you can register on 
January 15.
After you are cleared for registration, you may registered via the Patriot Portal. 
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Remember, you must pay your fees by the close of this day’s registration or your 
classes will be dropped. 
Refunds
The application fee is nonrefundable. Basic University Fees are refundable for full-time 
and part-time students. Please refer to the FMU Accounting webpage, or the “Student 
Financial Services/Cashier” section of the Patriot Portal for current refund dates.
 
An administrative fee of $100 will be withheld from the refund after the 100 percent 
refund period.
Refunds are computed from the date of official withdrawal from the university. 
No refunds are made for full-time students dropping courses and not withdrawing from 
the university, unless by dropping courses a student’s enrollment status drops below 
10 hours. Fees are refundable for part-time students officially dropping courses without 
withdrawing from the university. 
Certain fees are nonrefundable and are so noted. No refunds are allowed because of 
irregularity in attendance of classes. Refunds are held pending the settlement of current 
obligations payable to the university.
Because of requirements associated with the return of federal student aid funds, 
students who receive federal financial assistance and completely withdraw from the 
university during a refund period may still owe the university.
An appeals process exists for students or parents who believe that individual 
circumstances warrant exceptions from published policy.
Appeals must be in writing and are processed by the University’s Withdrawal Appeals 
Committee. Address appeals to the Withdrawal Appeals Committee, Office of the 
Registrar, Francis Marion University, PO Box 100547, Florence, SC 29502-0547.
All request for refunds must be made during the academic year for which the fees were 
paid. The academic year begins with Summer II term and ends with Summer I term. The 
decision of the Withdrawal Appeals Committee is final.
Housing and Dining refunds are administered under a separate policy than general 
fees and tuition. All Dining and Housing refund requests must be made in the academic 
semester for which fees are paid. The Housing and Dining Policy can be viewed on the 
web at www.fmarion.edu/about/fees. FMU ID Card (University Debit Account) refunds 
may only be requested upon graduation or official withdrawal from the university. For 
information on the FMU ID card as the FMU Debit/Patriot card, refer to the student 
usage agreement at www.fmarion.edu/about/fees.
Refunds are directly deposited into the student’s designated bank account on record.
Circumstances may warrant the assessment of a reinstatement fee for the purpose of 
academic reinstatement.
Applying for Financial Assistance
The 2020-2021 FAFSA (Free Application for Federal Student Aid) should be completed 
at www.fafsa.ed.gov AS SOON AS POSSIBLE. A FAFSA may be completed regardless 
of a student’s admission or registration status. Be sure to list FMU’s institutional code 
(009226) in the appropriate section of the FAFSA. 
Students must reapply for Financial Assistance every academic year. For more 
information, visit www.fmarion.edu or call the Financial Assistance Office at 843-661-
1190.
Policies & Regulations
Student Handbook and University Catalog
Each year, the Student Handbook is made available to all students. The Handbook 
contains a complete list of student rights and responsibilities, rules and regulations, 
and calendars and dates. The Handbook and the University Catalog are invaluable 
resources in your quest to be a successful student at FMU. Handbooks are online 
under the “Current Students” tab on the FMU website. Catalogs are available in the 
Admissions Office or online at www.fmarion.edu/academics/catalogs.
FMU ID Card (University Debit Account)
Lost cards should be reported immediately to the FMU Card Administrator, located in 
the Cashier’s Office (Ext. 1320); Ervin Dining Hall (Ext. 1266); Library (Ext 1300); or 
Student Affairs (Ext. 1182) since this card may carry the liability of a bank debit card 
and is not transferable. Late charge (after initial registration) or replacement cost which 
is nonrefundable. The fee will be waived in the case of marriage, a name change, or 
a defective card. A refund of funds placed on the FMU ID Card (debit account) may 
only be requested upon graduation or official withdrawal from the University. Requests 
should be submitted to the Accounting Office, Stokes Administration Building, Room 
103.
Parking Permits
All students are allowed to have a vehicle on campus. You must register the vehicle 
and purchase a parking decal. Decals run from fall to fall. Even if you purchase a decal 
in the spring semester, you must purchase a new one in the fall of each year. Vehicles 
may be registered in the Cashier’s Office during the semester. If you live on campus, 
you must have a Residential parking decal, designated with an R, which will allow 
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you to park in housing area lots. You should obtain the university Traffic Regulations 
Manual from the Cashier’s Office, Campus Police, or the University website.This booklet 
contains important information about vehicle registration, parking, and traffic safety.
Honors Courses
Honors courses are open to students with superior academic records by invitation only 
from the Honors Committee. For more information, contact Dr. Jon Tuttle, director of the 
Honors Program, at 843-661-1521.
Grade Reports
At the end of each semester, grade reports will be made available to students in the 
Patriot Portal. Call the Registrar’s Office if you have questions about your grades.
Withdrawal from a Course or the University
If you want to drop a course, you should obtain the necessary form from the Registrar’s 
Office or in your academic department, complete the form, have it signed by the 
appropriate people, and then turn it into the Registrar’s Office. Forms for complete 
withdrawal from the university are only available in the Registrar’s Office.
Class Attendance Policy
It is your responsibility to attend all scheduled meetings in the courses in which you are 
enrolled. If you are absent more than twice the number of required class or laboratory 
sessions per week during regular semesters or more than 15 percent of required 
sessions during accelerated semesters, a grade of F or W will normally be assigned, 
unless the instructor has excused the absences. 
Individual instructors may choose alternative requirements for attendance. It is the 
instructor’s responsibility to inform students, at the beginning of each course, of all 
attendance policies. The instructor, at his/her discretion, may utilize a warning of 
excessive absences or required attendance. Attendance policies will be outlined on the 
course syllabus.
It is your responsibility to understand at the beginning of each course the instructor’s 
policy on missing classes, announced tests, and laboratory sessions. If you violate the 
stated attendance policy, the instructor will notify the Registrar’s Office to drop you from 
the class with the appropriate grade.
It is your responsibility to make up work missed because of absence from announced 
tests and laboratory sessions. However, announced tests and laboratory sessions may 
be made up only at the discretion of the instructor.
Disclosure of Directory Information
The Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA) of 1974, as amended, permits 
the release of “directory information” about a student without a student’s consent. FMU 
has designated the following items as directory information: student’s name, enrollment 
status, address, FMU email, telephone listing, date and place of birth, photograph, major 
field of study, participation in officially recognized activities and sports, weight and height 
of members of athletic teams, dates of attendance, degrees and awards received, most 
recent previous educational institution attended, and eligibility for honor societies.
Directory information may be published in a campus directory and other university 
publications and may be released to the mass media for publication (for example, 
Dean’s List, President’s List, commencement list, etc.). Students have the right 
to request that this information not be disclosed by completing a Request of Non-
Disclosure form, available in the Registrar’s Office, by the end of the drop/add period for 
each academic term. A request for non-disclosure prohibits the University from releasing 
the student’s name and other information for purposes for which the student may wish 
to be recognized (for example, announcements of scholarship awards and other honors, 
notices of commencement exercises, induction into honor societies, participation 
in university activities, etc.). After a request for non-disclosure has been made, the 
university is NOT responsible for obtaining subsequent permission from the student to 
release the information for special circumstances as described above.FMU’s FERPA 
Policy is posted on the Registrar’s webpage at www.fmarion.edu/registrar.
Use of Social Security Number
The Privacy Act of 1974 (US Public Law 93-579, Sect.7) requires that we notify you that 
disclosure of your Social Security Number (SSN) is voluntary. You should know that 
FMU uses the SSN for federal identification. Your official transcript will only display the 
last four digits of your SSN.
Services for Students with Disabilities
Effort will be made to ensure that classes offered will be accessible to individuals with 
disabilities. If you plan to enroll and need assistance relating to a disability, contact the 
Office of Counseling and Testing (843-661-1840) at least 10 days prior to the beginning 
of the semester.
Equal Opportunity
Francis Marion University offers equal opportunity in its employment, admissions, and 
educational activities, in compliance with federally mandated civil rights legislation and 
corresponding State of South Carolina legislation.
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Spring 2021 Academic Calendar
Dec. 9       Final date for pre-registered students to pay     
               fees for Spring; final payment for semester housing due
Dec. 10 - Jan. 15  Continuous Registration for Spring Semester    
                  for currently enrolled students; payment is     
               due at the time of registration
Jan. 12               Housing opens for new students and continuing students
Jan. 18            Martin Luther King Jr. Holiday; University closed 
Jan. 19                 Spring classes begin
Jan. 24         Deadline for new students to have FMU Card made 
     (Rogers Library); late charge after this date
March 5                 Midterm
March 8       Last day to apply for graduation for Spring Semester
March 27              Priority deadline for housing applications and reservation fees 
     for Fall Semester
March 31 - April 9  Advising Period and Priority Pre-Registration—
     Fall semester and summer terms
April 26          Spring classes end; Last day to withdraw from a course 
     without academic penalty
April 28               Exams begin
May 3              Grades due for graduating seniors by noon
May 4                Exams end
May 5                 Final grades due by noon
May 9            10:00 a.m. – Commencement Exercises
  
EXAMS
All classes will meet at the assigned examination times. Check your syllabus or with 
your professor to verify the time and location of your exams. Attendance at the exam 
is mandatory unless excused in writing by the Department Chairperson or Dean. Any 
student missing an examination without a written excuse from the Department Chair or 
Dean will be assigned a grade of F. Examinations will be held in the same rooms as class 
meetings except for mass examinations. Instructors will announce the locations of mass 
examinations. Students may, with the instructor’s permission, take an examination with 
another section of the same course; no further permission is required.







  ALL ENG
   101, 101E, 
102




































 2:10 pm 
TTH
EVENING CLASSES EXAM SCHEDULE
Wednesday, April 28  
6:00 pm MW and 6:00 pm Monday courses from 6:00 to 8:00 pm
7:30 pm MW and 6:00 pm Wednesday courses from 8:10 to 10:10 pm
Thursday, April 29
6:00 pm TTH and 6:00 pm Tuesday courses from 6:00 to 8:00 pm
7:30 pm TTH and 6:00 pm Thursday courses from 8:10 to 10:10 pm
EDUCATION AND PSYCHOLOGY GRADUATE CLASSES
The final examinations in all graduate Education and Psychology courses (500-level 
or higher) will be given at the last regularly scheduled class period. The instructor will 
announce the time of the examination.
BUSINESS AND HEALTH SCIENCES GRADUATE CLASSES
The instructor of the course will announce the final examinations.
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How to Read This Schedule
Courses are listed alphabetically by discipline. A separate section for GRADUATE 
courses is also included in this schedule.
Classes are listed by course number, section code, number of credits, course title, day & 
time, building code & room number, and instructor.
This schedule presents course offerings planned at the time of the publication of this 
Schedule. This document is not a contract; Francis Marion University reserves the right 
to alter course offerings if enrollments and resources require. FMU does not guarantee 
that a student will be able to enroll in any particular course.
An up-to-date listing of all courses – including new and changed sections – may be 
accessed from the web page at www.fmarion.edu.
Many courses require prerequisites or corequisites that may not be included in this 
course listing. Please refer to your university catalog and consult with your academic 
adviser for information on specific course requirements. The 2020-2021 University 
Catalog is currently available via the web at www.fmarion.edu/academics/catalogs.
  
Building Codes
 CC     Thomas C. Stanton Academic Computer Center
 CCHS     Luther F. Carter Center for Health Sciences
 CEMC John K. Cauthen Educational Media Center
 FAC     Peter D. Hyman Fine Arts Center
 FH     Founders Hall
 GAC    Griffin Athletic Complex
 HC  Honors Center
 HO     Allard A. Allston Housing Office Complex
 LMEC Leatherman Medical Education Complex
 LNB     Frank B. Lee Nursing Building
 LSF     Hugh K. Leatherman Sr. Science Facility
 MSB    Robert E. McNair Science Building
 OS     Office Services Building
 PAC     Performing Arts Center
 RCC    Gail and Terry Richardson Center for the Child
 RS     Recording Studio
 UC   Walter D. Smith University Center
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AFRICAN & AFRICAN AMERICAN STUDIES (AAAS)
497-1 AAAS: Special Studies MW 2:30PM- 3:45PM Ms. Adalia Ellis LEC 3
323-1 Urban & Regional Econ TTh 9:55AM- 11:20AM Dr. Johnathan Munn LEC 3
318-1 Hist Focus: America in 1960s MW 2:30PM- 3:45PM Dr. Jason Kirby LEC 3
370-1 African History - Dr. Louis Venters OL 3
336-1 Politics of Sports MWF 11:30AM- 12:20PM Dr. David White LEC 3
ACCOUNTING (ACTG)
201-1 Financial Accounting TTh 8:30AM- 9:45AM Dr. Brad Johnson LEC 3
201-2 Financial Accounting MWF 11:30AM- 12:20PM Dr. Scott Dell HYB 3
201-3 Financial Accounting MWF 10:30AM- 11:20AM Mrs. Pamela Turner LEC 3
201-4 Financial Accounting MWF 9:30AM - 10:20AM Dr. Scott Dell HYB 3
201-ON Financial Accounting - Dr. Scott Dell OL 3
202-1 Managerial Accounting MWF 9:30AM - 10:20AM Mrs. Pamela Turner LEC 3
202-2 Managerial Accounting TTh 2:10PM- 3:25PM Dr. Kay Poston LEC 3
202-ON Managerial Accounting - Mrs. Pamela Turner OL 3
323-1 Financial Reporting I TTh 12:45PM- 2:00PM Dr. Kay Poston LEC 3
324-1 Financial Reporting II TTh 2:10PM- 3:25PM Dr. Brad Johnson LEC 3
325-1 Cost Accounting TTh 11:20AM- 12:35PM Dr. Kay Poston LEC 3
421-1 Concepts of Auditing TTh 12:45PM- 2:00PM Mr. Howard Lundy Jr. LEC 3
423-1 Actg/Gov.& Not for Profi TTh 11:20AM- 12:35PM Mr. Howard Lundy Jr. LEC 3
424-1 Special Topics in Actg T 5:30PM- 8:30PM Dr. Brad Johnson LEC 3
428-1 Federal Taxation II TTh 9:55AM- 11:10AM Dr. Brad Johnson LEC 3
ANTHROPOLOGY (ANTH)
100-1 Intro to Anthropology TTh 8:30AM- 9:45AM Dr. Kiley Molinari LEC 3
100-2 Intro to Anthropology TTh 9:55AM- 11:10AM Dr. Kiley Molinari LEC 3
215-1 Language and Culture MW 2:30PM- 3:45PM Dr. Kiley Molinari LEC 3
220-1 Native Peoples of North Amer. MW 12:30PM- 1:45PM Dr. Kiley Molinari LEC 3
ART (ART)
101-1 Intro to Art TTh 8:30AM- 9:45AM Dr. Eunjung Chang HYB 3
101-2 Intro to Art - Dr. Howard Frye OL 3
101-3 Intro to Art TTh 9:55AM- 11:10AM Dr. Eunjung Chang HYB 3
101-4 Intro to Art - Dr. Howard Frye OL 3
203-1 Basic Drawing - Mr. Lawrence Anderson OL 3
203-2 Basic Drawing - Mr. Lawrence Anderson OL 3
205-1 3-Dimensional Design MWF 9:30AM - 11:20AM Mr. Douglas Gray LEC 3
206-1 Intro. Graphic Design MWF 9:30AM - 11:20AM Mr. Gregory Fry HYB 3
206-2 Intro. Graphic Design TTh 8:30AM- 11:10AM Mr. Charles Jeffcoat LEC 3
207-1 Intro Painting TTh 11:20AM- 2:00PM Mr. Steven Gately OL 3
208-1 Introductory Photography TTh 8:30AM- 11:10AM Mrs. Julie Mixon LEC 3
210-1 Intro Ceramics MWF 11:30AM- 1:20PM Mr. Douglas Gray LEC 3
218-1 Intro.To Digital Photo MWF 11:30AM- 1:20PM Mrs. Julie Mixon LEC 3
230-1 Graphic Design I MWF 12:30PM- 2:20PM Mr. Gregory Fry HYB 3
301-1 Figure Drawing MW 2:30PM- 5:10PM Mr. Steven Gately OL 3
308-1 Intermed Photography TTh 8:30AM- 11:10AM Mrs. Julie Mixon LEC 3
310-1 Intermed Ceramics MWF 1:30PM- 3:20PM Mr. Douglas Gray LEC 3
318-1 Alternative Digital Imaging MWF 8:30AM- 11:10AM Mrs. Julie Mixon LEC 3
408-1 Advanced Photography MWF 8:30AM- 11:10AM Mrs. Julie Mixon LEC 3
410-1 Adv Ceramics MWF 1:30PM- 3:20PM Mr. Douglas Gray LEC 3
430-1 Graphic Design III TTh 11:20AM- 2:00PM Mr. Charles Jeffcoat LEC 3
497-1ID Special Studies - Mr. Charles Jeffcoat LEC 3
498-1 Visual Art Internship - Mr. Gregory Fry INT 3
499-1 Sr Seminar: Graphic Design - Mr. Charles Jeffcoat LEC 1
499-2 Sr Seminar: Painting - Mr. Steven Gately OL 1
ART EDUCATION (ARTE)
217-1 Creative Art Ele Sch Tch TTh 8:30AM- 9:45AM Mr. Rex Hunter HYB 3
217-2 Creative Art Ele Sch Tch TTh 8:30AM- 9:45AM Dr. Howard Frye HYB 3
416-1 Cont.Issues in Art Education - Dr. Howard Frye OL 3
501-1 The School Art Program TTh 11:20AM- 12:35PM Dr. Eunjung Chang LEC 3
ART HISTORY (ARTH)
221-1 Hist of West Art:Ren-Mod MWF 12:30PM- 1:20PM Dr. Samuel Howell Jr. OL 3
350-1 Native Arts of Americas TTh 8:30AM- 9:45AM Dr. Samuel Howell Jr. OL 3
390-1 Twentieth Century Art MWF 8:30AM- 9:20AM Dr. Samuel Howell Jr. OL 3
400-1 Contemp Art Since 1980 MWF 10:30AM- 11:20AM Dr. Samuel Howell Jr. OL 3
ASTRONOMY (ASTR)
202-1 Voyage Thru Solar System MWF 11:30AM- 12:20PM Dr. Jeannette Myers LEC 4
202L-1 Voyage/Solar System Lab Th 12:45PM- 3:45PM Dr. Jeannette Myers LAB 0
202L-2 Voyage/Solar System Lab T 12:45PM- 3:45PM Dr. Ginger Bryngelson LAB 0
203-1ID Observational Astronomy - Dr. Jeannette Myers OL 4
203L-1ID Observational Astr.Lab - Dr. Jeannette Myers OL 0
BIOLOGY (BIOL)
102-1 Biology for Education Majors MWF 9:30AM - 10:20AM Dr. Nathan Harness HYB 4
102L-1 Biology for Educ Maj Lab M 12:30PM- 3:20PM Dr. Nathan Harness LAB 0
102L-2 Biology for Educ Maj Lab M 4:30PM- 7:20PM Ms. Jennifer Majors LAB 0
104-1 Human Biology MWF 10:30AM- 11:20AM Dr. Ethan Andersen HYB 4
Section        Course                   Days    Times          Instructor                  Form.  Credits Section        Course                   Days    Times          Instructor                  Form.  Credits
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104-2 Human Biology TTh 11:20AM- 12:35PM Dr. Ethan Andersen HYB 4
104L-1 Human Biology Lab T 9:55AM- 12:35PM Dr. Shayna Wrighten LAB 0
104L-2 Human Biology Lab T 12:45PM- 3:35PM Dr. Shayna Wrighten LAB 0
104L-4 Human Biology Lab W 12:30PM- 3:20PM Dr. Ethan Andersen LAB 0
104L-5 Human Biology Lab Th 12:45PM- 3:35PM Dr. Ethan Andersen LAB 0
105-1 Biological Sciences I MWF 8:30AM- 9:20AM Dr. Jason Doll LEC 3
105-2 Biological Sciences I MWF 9:30AM - 10:20AM Dr. Vernon Bauer HYB 3
105-3 Biological Sciences I TTh 9:55AM- 11:10AM Dr. Elizabeth Jones HYB 3
105-4 Biological Sciences I MWF 10:30AM- 11:20AM Dr. Jason Doll LEC 3
106-1 Biological Sciences II MWF 12:30PM- 1:20PM Dr. J. Slone LEC 4
106L-1 Biological Sci II Lab M 1:30PM- 4:20PM Dr. J. Slone LAB 0
106L-2 Biological Sci II Lab W 1:30PM- 4:20PM Dr. J. Slone LAB 0
107-1 Integrated Bio Concepts I TTh 8:30AM- 9:45AM Dr. Timothy Shannon HYB 4
107L-1 Lab for Int Bio Concepts I M 12:30PM- 3:20PM Dr. Timothy Shannon LAB 0
107L-2 Lab for Int Bio Concepts I T 12:45PM- 3:35PM Dr. Timothy Shannon LAB 0
108-1 Integrated Bio Concepts II TTh 9:55AM- 11:10AM Dr. Nathan Harness HYB 4
108L-1 Lab for Int Bio Concepts II W 12:30PM- 3:20PM Dr. Paul Zwiers LAB 0
108L-2 Lab for Int Bio Concepts II Th 12:45PM- 3:35PM Dr. Paul Zwiers LAB 0
115L-1 Lab for Biol Sciences I M 12:30PM- 3:20PM Ms. Jennifer Floyd LAB 1
115L-2 Lab for Biol Sciences I Th 12:45PM- 3:35PM Dr. J. Slone LAB 1
115L-3 Lab for Biol Sciences I T 12:45PM- 3:35PM Dr. J. Slone LAB 1
115L-4 Lab for Biol Sciences I T 4:30PM- 7:20PM Mrs. Hope Camper LAB 1
115L-5 Lab for Biol Sciences I W 12:30PM- 3:20PM Ms. Jennifer Floyd LAB 1
115L-6 Lab for Biol Sciences I W 4:30PM- 7:20PM Mrs. Hope Camper LAB 1
202-1 Vertebrate Zoo MWF 10:30AM- 11:20AM Dr. Jeffrey Steinmetz LEC 4
202L-1 Vertebrate Zoo Lab Th 12:45PM- 3:30PM Dr. Jeffrey Steinmetz LAB 0
205-2 Human Anatomy MWF 8:30AM- 9:20AM Dr. Ednaliz Rodriguez-Medina LEC 4
205L-3 Human Anatomy Lab TTh 8:30AM- 9:45AM Dr. Ednaliz Rodriguez-Medina LAB 0
205L-4 Human Anatomy Lab TTh 9:55AM- 11:10AM Dr. Ednaliz Rodriguez-Medina LAB 0
205L-5 Human Anatomy Lab TTh 11:20AM- 12:35PM Dr. Ednaliz Rodriguez-Medina LAB 0
205L-ON1 Human Anatomy Lab TTh 12:45PM- 2:00PM Dr. Ann Stoeckmann OL 0
205L-ON2 Human Anatomy Lab TTh 2:10PM- 3:25PM Dr. Ann Stoeckmann OL 0
205-ON Human Anatomy - Dr. Ann Stoeckmann OL 4
207-1 Spring Flora MWF 11:30AM- 12:20PM Dr. Gerald Long LEC 4
207L-1 Spring Flora Lab F 12:30PM- 3:20PM Dr. Gerald Long LAB 0
212-1 Natural History of SC TTh 8:30AM- 9:45AM Dr. Jason Doll LEC 4
212L-1 Natural Hist of SC Lab Th 12:45PM- 3:35PM Dr. Jason Doll LAB 0
215-1 Microbio for Hlthcare MWF 10:30AM- 11:20AM Dr. Jennifer Lyles HYB 4
215-2 Microbio for Hlthcare TTh 9:55AM- 11:10AM Dr. Gregory Pryor LEC 4
215L-1 Microbio/Healthcare-Lab M 12:30PM- 3:20PM Dr. Jennifer Lyles LAB 0
215L-2 Microbio/Healthcare-Lab W 12:30PM- 3:20PM Dr. Gregory Pryor LAB 0
215L-3 Microbio/Healthcare-Lab W 3:30PM- 6:20PM Dr. Gregory Pryor LAB 0
215L-4 Microbio/Healthcare-Lab Th 3:45PM- 6:35PM Dr. Gregory Pryor LAB 0
236-1 Human Phys for Hlthcare MWF 9:30AM - 10:20AM Dr. Tamatha Barbeau LEC 4
236L-1 Hum Phys Healthcare-Lab M 12:30PM- 3:20PM Dr. Tamatha Barbeau LAB 0
236L-2 Hum Phys Healthcare-Lab T 12:45PM- 3:35PM Dr. Tamatha Barbeau LAB 0
236L-3 Hum Phys Healthcare-Lab W 12:30PM- 3:20PM Dr. Tamatha Barbeau LAB 0
301-1 Cell Biology MWF 8:30AM- 9:20AM Dr. Timothy Shannon LEC 4
301L-1 Cell Biology Lab W 12:30PM- 3:20PM Dr. Timothy Shannon LAB 0
303-1 The Plant Kingdom TTh 11:20AM- 12:35PM Dr. Gerald Long LEC 4
303L-1 The Plant Kingdom Lab Th 2:10PM- 5:00PM Dr. Gerald Long LAB 0
305-1 Compar Vertebrate Anat MWF 9:30AM - 10:20AM Dr. Jeffrey Camper LEC 4
305L-1 Comp Vert Anatomy Lab M 12:30PM- 3:20PM Dr. Julia Krebs LAB 0
307-1 Plant Anat & Physiology TTh 8:30AM- 9:45AM Dr. Jeremy Rentsch LEC 4
307L-1 Plant Anat & Physiology Lab M 12:30PM- 3:20PM Dr. Jeremy Rentsch LAB 0
307L-2 Plant Anat & Physiology Lab W 12:30PM- 3:20PM Dr. Jeremy Rentsch LAB 0
311-1 Microbiology TTh 9:55AM- 11:10AM Dr. Jennifer Lyles HYB 4
311L-1 Microbiology Lab T 12:45PM- 3:35PM Dr. Jennifer Lyles LAB 0
317-1 Marine Ecology MWF 10:30AM- 11:20AM Ms. Lisa Pike HYB 4
317L-1 Marine Ecology Lab M 12:30PM- 3:20PM Ms. Lisa Pike HYB 0
317L-2 Marine Ecology Lab T 12:45PM- 3:35PM Ms. Lisa Pike HYB 0
317L-3 Marine Ecology Lab W 12:30PM- 3:20PM Ms. Lisa Pike HYB 0
401-1 Genetics TTh 9:55AM- 11:10AM Dr. Vernon Bauer HYB 4
401L-1 Genetics Lab M 12:30PM- 3:20PM Dr. Elizabeth Jones LAB 0
401L-2 Genetics Lab T 12:45PM- 3:35PM Dr. Elizabeth Jones LAB 0
406-1 General Physiology TTh 8:30AM- 9:45AM Dr. Shayna Wrighten HYB 4
406L-1 General Physiology Lab Th 12:45PM- 3:35PM Dr. Shayna Wrighten LAB 0
407-1 Immunology MWF 11:30AM- 12:20PM Dr. Lorianne Turner LEC 4
407L-1 Immunology Lab M 3:30PM- 6:20PM Dr. Lorianne Turner LAB 0
407L-2 Immunology Lab Th 12:45PM- 3:35PM Dr. Lorianne Turner LAB 0
409-1 Evolutionary Biology MWF 11:30AM- 12:20PM Dr. Jeffrey Camper LEC 4
409L-1 Evolutionary Biology Lab Th 12:45PM- 3:35PM Dr. Jeffrey Camper LAB 0
412-1 Behaviorial Ecology TTh 9:55AM- 11:10AM Dr. Paul Zwiers LEC 4
412L-1 Behaviorial Ecology Lab T 12:45PM- 3:35PM Dr. Paul Zwiers LAB 0
413-1 Biol Research Methods MWF 8:30AM- 9:20AM Dr. Jeffrey Steinmetz LEC 3
415-1 Radiation Biology MWF 10:30AM- 11:20AM Ms. Lisa Manglass LEC 3
490-1 Pre-Veterinary Internship - Dr. Tamatha Barbeau INT 1
494-1 Pre-Hlth Prog Internship - Dr. Vernon Bauer INT 1
499-1 Senior Seminar F 12:30PM- 1:20PM Dr. Lorianne Turner LEC 1
BUSINESS (BUSI)
150-1 Fundamentals of Business MWF 9:30AM - 10:20AM Ms. Mary Dittman LEC 3
150-2 Fundamentals of Business MWF 10:30AM- 11:20AM Ms. Mary Dittman LEC 3
Section        Course                   Days    Times          Instructor                  Form.  Credits Section        Course                   Days    Times          Instructor                  Form.  Credits
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150-3 Fundamentals of Business TTh 11:20AM- 12:35PM Dr. Joe Aniello LEC 3
150-4 Fundamentals of Business MWF 11:30AM- 12:20PM Dr. Joe Aniello LEC 3
150-ON Fundamentals of Business - Ms. Mary Dittman OL 3
206-1 Legal & Soc Envir of Bus TTh 9:55AM- 11:10AM Ms. Margaret Baker LEC 3
206-2 Legal & Soc Envir of Bus TTh 8:30AM- 9:45AM Ms. Margaret Baker LEC 3
206-ON Legal & Soc Envir of Bus - Dr. Bryan McLeod OL 3
305-1 Appl Stat for Econ & Bus TTh 8:30AM- 9:45AM Dr. Hari Rajagopalan LEC 3
305-2 Appl Stat for Econ & Bus - Dr. Michael Hughes OL 3
305-3 Appl Stat for Econ & Bus MWF 10:30AM- 11:20AM Mr. James Wairimu LEC 3
458-1 Strategic Management TTh 11:20AM- 12:35PM Dr. Fred David LEC 3
458-2 Strategic Management TTh 12:45PM- 2:00PM Dr. Fred David LEC 3
475X-ON Intern:Bus (Management) - Ms. Mary Dittman OL 3
475Z-1 Intern in Bus (Actg) - Mrs. Pamela Turner LEC 3
496-1 Sports Industry Capstone TTh 11:20AM- 12:35PM Mr. Murray Hartzler LEC 3
CHEMISTRY (CHEM)
101-1 Gen Chem I: General Concepts TTh 9:55AM- 11:10AM Dr. Jessica McCutcheon LEC 4
101-ON Gen Chem I: General Concepts - Dr. Barbara Holliman OL 4
101L-1 Gen Chem I Lab:Cncpt Lab F 12:30PM- 3:20PM Dr. Jessica McCutcheon LAB 0
101L-3 Gen Chem I Lab:Cncpt Lab M 12:30PM- 3:20PM Dr. Jessica McCutcheon LAB 0
101L-ON1 Gen Chem I Lab:Cncpt Lab - Dr. Barbara Holliman OL 0
101L-ON2 Gen Chem I Lab:Cncpt Lab - Dr. Barbara Holliman OL 0
102-1 Gen Chem II:Intro Inorganic MWF 11:30AM- 12:20PM Mr. Ernest Jenkins IV LEC 4
102-2 Gen Chem II:Intro Inorganic MWF 9:30AM - 10:20AM Dr. Jennifer Kelley LEC 4
102-3 Gen Chem II:Intro Inorganic MWF 10:30AM- 11:20AM Dr. Kristofoland Varazo LEC 4
102-4 Gen Chem II:Intro Inorganic TTh 9:55AM- 11:10AM Dr. Kristofoland Varazo LEC 4
102-5 Gen Chem II:Intro Inorganic MWF 8:30AM- 9:20AM Dr. Tesia Stephenson LEC 4
102-ON Gen Chem II:Intro Inorganic - Mr. Ernest Jenkins IV OL 4
102L-1 Gen Chem II Lab:Inorg Lb F 12:30PM- 3:20PM Dr. Tesia Stephenson LAB 0
102L-10 Gen Chem II Lab:Inorg Lb Th 12:45PM- 3:35PM Mr. Ernest Jenkins IV LAB 0
102L-2 Gen Chem II Lab:Inorg Lb T 12:45PM- 3:35PM Dr. Jennifer Kelley LAB 0
102L-3 Gen Chem II Lab:Inorg Lb M 12:30PM- 3:10PM Dr. Tesia Stephenson LAB 0
102L-4 Gen Chem II Lab:Inorg Lb M 12:30PM- 3:20PM Dr. Chikaodili Umeweni LAB 0
102L-5 Gen Chem II Lab:Inorg Lb W 1:30PM- 4:20PM Dr. Jennifer Kelley LAB 0
102L-6 Gen Chem II Lab:Inorg Lb W 1:30PM- 4:20PM Dr. Tesia Stephenson LAB 0
102L-8 Gen Chem II Lab:Inorg Lb T 12:45PM- 3:35PM Mr. Ernest Jenkins IV LAB 0
102L-9 Gen Chem II Lab:Inorg Lb Th 12:45PM- 3:35PM Dr. Enoch Adogla LAB 0
102L-ON Gen Chem II Lab:Inorg Lb - Mr. Ernest Jenkins IV OL 0
201-1 Organic Chemistry I TTh 8:30AM- 9:45AM Dr. Enoch Adogla LEC 4
201L-1 Organic Chem I Lab M 1:30PM- 4:20PM Dr. Enoch Adogla LAB 0
201L-2 Organic Chem I Lab T 12:45PM- 4:35PM Dr. Enoch Adogla LAB 0
202-1 Organic Chemistry II MWF 9:30AM - 10:20AM Dr. D. Clabo Jr. LEC 4
202-2 Organic Chemistry II TTh 9:55AM- 11:10AM Dr. Briana Aguila LEC 4
202L-1 Organic Chem II Lab F 12:30PM- 3:20PM Dr. Briana Aguila LAB 0
202L-2 Organic Chem II Lab W 1:30PM- 4:20PM Dr. D. Clabo Jr. LAB 0
202L-3 Organic Chem II Lab Th 12:45PM- 3:35PM Dr. Briana Aguila LAB 0
297-1 Intro.To Research - Dr. Jessica McCutcheon LEC 1
302-1 Physical Chemistry II MWF 11:30AM- 12:20PM Dr. D. Clabo Jr. LEC 4
302L-1 Physical Chem II Lab T 12:45PM- 3:35PM Dr. Leroy Peterson Jr. LAB 0
303-1 Analy Chem II:Inst Analy MWF 9:30AM - 10:20AM Dr. Jessica McCutcheon LEC 4
303L-1 Analytical Chem II Lab W 1:30PM- 5:30PM Dr. Kristofoland Varazo LAB 0
402-1 Inorganic Chemistry TTh 8:30AM- 9:45AM Dr. Leroy Peterson Jr. LEC 3
497-1 Special Studies:EDTA/Molars - Dr. Jessica McCutcheon LEC 1
499-1 Chem Senior Capstone T 4:00PM- 5:00PM Dr. Leroy Peterson Jr. LEC 1
COMPUTER SCIENCE (CS)
150-1 Micros & Software Appl I MWF 8:30AM- 9:20AM Ms. Patsy Sauls LEC 3
150-2 Micros & Software Appl I MWF 9:30AM - 10:20AM Ms. Patsy Sauls LEC 3
150-3 Micros & Software Appl I MWF 10:30AM- 11:20AM Ms. Patsy Sauls LEC 3
150-4 Micros & Software Appl I MWF 11:30AM- 12:20PM Ms. Patsy Sauls OL 3
190-1 Programming Fundamentals TTh 2:10PM- 3:25PM Mr. Konstantin Rubin LEC 3
190L-1 Program Fundamentals Lab F 1:30PM- 4:30PM Mr. Konstantin Rubin LAB 1
226-1 Prog & Algor Design I MWF 10:30AM- 11:20AM Dr. Kenneth Araujo LEC 3
227-1 Prog & Algor Design II TTh 8:30AM- 9:45AM Mr. Konstantin Rubin LEC 3
310-1 Computer Architec & Organ MWF 11:30AM- 12:20PM Dr. Kenneth Araujo LEC 3
318-1 Data Struc & Algor Analysis TTh 9:55AM- 11:10AM Mr. Konstantin Rubin LEC 3
340-1 Software Design & Devel TTh 11:20AM- 12:35PM Mrs. M. Rao LEC 3
401-1 Programming Languages TTh 12:45PM- 2:00PM Mr. Konstantin Rubin LEC 3
410-1ID Operating Systems - Dr. Kenneth Araujo LEC 3
430-ON Data Base Mgt Sys Design TTh 8:30AM- 9:45AM Dr. Kenneth Araujo OL 3
475-1 Internship-Computer Sci - Mrs. M. Rao OL 3
482-ON Capstone II TTh 8:30AM- 9:45AM Mrs. M. Rao OL 3
EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION (ECED)
320-1 Curriculum for ECE M 8:30AM- 11:15AM Dr. Jeanne Gunther LEC 3
321-1 Meth/Assessing Prim Math Th 8:30AM- 11:00AM Dr. Kit Saizdelamora LEC 3
329-1 Clinical Experinces/ECE W 8:30AM- 11:15AM Dr. Kit Saizdelamora LEC 3
335-1 Teaching Social Studies W 12:35PM- 3:30PM Dr. Callum Johnston LEC 3
336-1 Teaching Science in ECE W 11:30AM- 2:20PM Dr. Kit Saizdelamora LEC 3
420-1 Meth & Mater of ECE T 8:30AM- 11:15AM Dr. Callum Johnston LEC 3
ECONOMICS (ECON)
203-1 Intro to Microeconomics MWF 10:20AM- 11:20AM Dr. David Franck LEC 3
203-2 Intro to Microeconomics MWF 11:30AM- 12:20PM Dr. David Franck LEC 3
203-3 Intro to Microeconomics TTh 11:20AM- 12:35PM Dr. Johnathan Munn LEC 3
203-4 Intro to Microeconomics TTh 9:55AM- 11:10AM Dr. Caroliniana Padgett LEC 3
Section        Course                   Days    Times          Instructor                  Form.  Credits Section        Course                   Days    Times          Instructor                  Form.  Credits
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203-ON Intro to Microeconomics - Dr. Caroliniana Padgett OL 3
204-1 Intro to Macroeconomics MWF 8:30AM- 9:20AM Dr. David Franck LEC 3
204-2 Intro to Macroeconomics TTh 12:45PM- 2:00PM Dr. Carla Nietfeld LEC 3
204-3 Intro to Macroeconomics MWF 9:30AM - 10:20AM Dr. Ben Kyer LEC 3
204HH-HONIntro Macroecon-Honors MWF 8:30AM- 9:20AM Dr. Ben Kyer LEC 3
204-ON Intro to Macroeconomics - Dr. Carla Nietfeld OL 3
320-ON Interm Macroecon Theory - Dr. Ben Kyer OL 3
323-1 Urban & Regional Econ TTh 9:55AM- 11:20AM Dr. Johnathan Munn LEC 3
400-1 Public Finance TTh 11:20AM- 12:35PM Dr. Carla Nietfeld LEC 3
450-1 Senior Seminar in Econ TTh 8:30AM- 9:45AM Dr. Caroliniana Padgett LEC 3
EDUCATION (EDUC)
190-1 Foundations of Education TTh 9:55AM- 11:10AM Dr. Stephen Taylor LEC 3
190-2 Foundations of Education TTh 11:20AM- 12:35PM Dr. Stephen Taylor LEC 3
192-1 Found Curri & Instruction - Dr. Erik Lowry OL 3
201-1 Politics in Education - Dr. Tracy Meetze Holcombe OL 3
310-1 Using Tech Effect Class - Dr. Daljit Kaur OL 3
311-1 Instr. Planning/ Assessment - Dr. Jodi Zeis OL 3
313-1 Field Exp: Inst .Assessment T 3:45PM- 4:35PM Dr. Patricia Boatwright LEC 2
322-1 Found/Instr. of Reading - Dr. Jodi Zeis OL 3
324-1 Reading Assessment T 8:30AM- 11:20AM Dr. Lisa Midcalf Carpenter LEC 3
326-1 Reading Instr. Prek-12 M 11:30AM- 2:20PM Dr. Jeanne Gunther LEC 3
391X-1 Clinical Exper: ECE F 8:30AM- 10:20AM Dr. Lindsay Simmons LEC 2
392X-1 Clinical Exper: ELEM F 8:30AM- 10:20AM Dr. Lindsay Simmons LEC 2
394-1 Clinical Experience Mid F 8:30AM- 10:20AM Dr. Lindsay Simmons LEC 2
411-1 Reading in Content Areas TTh 11:20AM- 12:35PM Dr. Kathryn Haselden LEC 3
420-1 Intr: Exceptional Learner - Dr. Michelle Murphy OL 3
421-1 Behavior Management - Dr. Michelle Murphy OL 3
423-1 Charact of Learn Disab - Dr. Kathryn Haselden OL 3
425-1 Meth/Proced Learn Disab - Dr. Kathryn Haselden OL 3
487-1 Classroom Management - Dr. Tammy Pawloski LEC 3
490-1 Directed Teaching MTWThF- Dr. Kimberly McCuiston LEC 6
490A-1 Directed Teaching MTWThF- Dr. Kimberly McCuiston LEC 6
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION (ELEM)
315-1 Method Instr Soc Studies TTh 2:10PM- 3:25PM Dr. Patricia Boatwright LEC 3
316-1 Method Inst Intermed Math MWF 10:30AM- 11:20AM Dr. Erik Lowry LEC 3
317-1 Method Instr in Science MW 12:45PM- 2:20PM Dr. Patricia Boatwright LEC 3
ENGLISH (ENGL)
101-1 Analysis and Argument TTh 11:20AM- 12:35PM Ms. Melody Pritchard LEC 3
101-2 Analysis and Argument TTh 9:55AM- 11:10AM Ms. Melody Pritchard LEC 3
101-ON1 Analysis and Argument - Dr. Rachel N. Spear OL 3
101-ON2 Analysis and Argument - Dr. Catherine C. England OL 3
101-ON3 Analysis and Argument - Dr. Catherine C. England OL 3
101E-1 Analysis&Argument W/Stud MWF 9:30AM - 10:20AM Mrs. Natalie Cowles LEC 3
101E-ON1 Analysis&Argument W/Stud - Dr. Landon Houle OL 3
101L-1 Extended Studio TTh 9:55AM- 11:10AM Mrs. Natalie Cowles LAB 1
101L-ON1 Extended Studio - Dr. Landon Houle OL 1
102-1 Rhetoric&Genre&Research TTh 9:55AM- 11:10AM Dr. Lindsey Banister LEC 3
102-10 Rhetoric&Genre&Research MWF 8:30AM- 9:20AM Dr. Delilah Clark LEC 3
102-11 Rhetoric&Genre&Research MW 2:30PM- 3:45PM Dr. David Cowles LEC 3
102-12 Rhetoric&Genre&Research TTh 11:20AM- 12:35PM Dr. Lindsey Banister LEC 3
102-13 Rhetoric&Genre&Research MWF 10:30AM- 11:20AM Dr. Megan Woosley-GoodmanLEC 3
102-14 Rhetoric&Genre&Research MWF 12:30PM- 1:20PM Mrs. Natalie Cowles LEC 3
102-15 Rhetoric&Genre&Research MWF 1:30PM- 2:20PM Dr. Benjamin Hilb LEC 3
102-16 Rhetoric&Genre&Research MWF 10:30AM- 11:20AM Dr. Casey Wilson LEC 3
102-17 Rhetoric&Genre&Research MWF 10:30AM- 11:20AM Ms. Kathryn Mann LEC 3
102-18 Rhetoric&Genre&Research MWF 12:30PM- 1:20PM Ms. Kathryn Mann LEC 3
102-19 Rhetoric&Genre&Research MWF 9:30AM - 10:20AM Ms. Kathryn Mann LEC 3
102-2 Rhetoric&Genre&Research MWF 8:30AM- 9:20AM Mrs. Sandra Honaker LEC 3
102-20 Rhetoric&Genre&Research TTh 8:30AM- 9:45AM Dr. Lochran Fallon LEC 3
102-21 Rhetoric&Genre&Research TTh 9:55AM- 11:10AM Dr. Lochran Fallon LEC 3
102-22 Rhetoric&Genre&Research MWF 9:30AM - 10:20AM Dr. Megan Woosley-GoodmanLEC 3
102-23 Rhetoric&Genre&Research MWF 8:30AM- 9:20AM Ms. Kathryn Mann LEC 3
102-24 Rhetoric&Genre&Research TTh 8:30AM- 9:45AM Dr. Shawn Smolen-Morton LEC 3
102-25 Rhetoric&Genre&Research MWF 9:30AM - 10:20AM Mrs. Sandra Honaker LEC 3
102-26 Rhetoric&Genre&Research MWF 11:30AM- 12:20PM Mrs. Sandra Honaker LEC 3
102-27 Rhetoric&Genre&Research MWF 12:30PM- 1:20PM Dr. Benjamin Hilb LEC 3
102-28 Rhetoric&Genre&Research - Ms. Melody Pritchard OL 3
102-29 Rhetoric&Genre&Research MWF 9:30AM - 10:20AM Dr. Casey Wilson LEC 3
102-3 Rhetoric&Genre&Research MWF 11:30AM- 12:20PM LEC 3
102-30 Rhetoric&Genre&Research MWF 11:30AM- 12:20PM Mrs. Natalie Cowles LEC 3
102-32 Rhetoric&Genre&Research TTh 12:45PM- 2:00PM Dr. Jacqueline Jones LEC 3
102-33 Rhetoric&Genre&Research TTh 9:55AM- 11:10AM Dr. Shawn Smolen-Morton LEC 3
102-4 Rhetoric&Genre&Research MWF 12:30PM- 1:20PM Mrs. Sandra Honaker LEC 3
102-5 Rhetoric&Genre&Research - Ms. Melody Pritchard OL 3
102-6 Rhetoric&Genre&Research TTh 12:45PM- 2:00PM LEC 3
102-7 Rhetoric&Genre&Research TTh 2:10PM- 3:25PM LEC 3
102-8 Rhetoric&Genre&Research TTh 2:10PM- 3:25PM Dr. Jacqueline Jones LEC 3
102-9 Rhetoric&Genre&Research MWF 9:30AM - 10:20AM Dr. Delilah Clark LEC 3
102-ON1 Rhetoric&Genre&Research - Dr. Jason Marley OL 3
102-ON2 Rhetoric&Genre&Research - Dr. Jason Marley OL 3
102-ON3 Rhetoric&Genre&Research - Dr. David Washington OL 3
102-ON4 Rhetoric&Genre&Research - Dr. David Washington OL 3
Section        Course                   Days    Times          Instructor                  Form.  Credits Section        Course                   Days    Times          Instructor                  Form.  Credits
15
102-ON5 Rhetoric&Genre&Research - Dr. Nancy Zaice OL 3
102HH-HONRhetoric,Genre & Res-Hon TTh 12:45PM- 2:00PM Dr. Adam Houle LEC 3
250-2 Intro. To Literature TTh 11:20AM- 12:35PM Dr. David Cowles LEC 3
250-3 Intro. To Literature TTh 12:45PM- 2:00PM Dr. David Cowles LEC 3
250-4 Intro. To Literature MWF 9:30AM - 10:20AM Dr. Shawn Miller LEC 3
250-5 Intro. To Literature MWF 10:30AM- 11:20AM Dr. Shawn Miller LEC 3
250-7 Intro To Lit: Multicultural Ame TTh 12:45PM- 2:00PM Dr. Delilah Clark HYB 3
250-8 Intro. To Literature TTh 8:30AM- 9:45AM Dr. Jon Tuttle LEC 3
250-ON1 Intro. To Literature - Dr. Meredith Reynolds OL 3
250-ON2 Intro. To Literature - Dr. Nancy Zaice OL 3
250-ON3 Intro. To Literature - Dr. Nancy Zaice OL 3
250G-ON Int Lit: Depict of Gender - Dr. Catherine C. England OL 3
251-ON Intro. To Film Studies - Dr. Amy Clemons OL 3
252-1 Read/Wri. Fict/Poetry/Dra MWF 11:30AM- 12:20PM Dr. Adam Houle HYB 3
300-1 Founds for Literary Stud MW 2:30PM- 3:45PM Dr. Christopher Johnson LEC 3
305-1 Business Writing TTh 9:55AM- 11:10AM Dr. Casey Wilson LEC 3
305-2 Business Writing TTh 11:20AM- 12:35PM Dr. Casey Wilson LEC 3
305-ON1 Business Writing - Dr. Amy Clemons OL 3
305-ON2 Business Writing - Dr. Amy Clemons OL 3
308N-1 Survey of British Lit TTh 9:55AM- 11:10AM Dr. Megan Woosley-GoodmanLEC 3
309-ON Survey of American Lit - Dr. Jo Edwins OL 3
310-ON Modern English Grammar - Dr. Meredith Reynolds OL 3
313-ON Lit for the Young Child - Dr. Lance Weldy OL 3
315-ON Lit for Children - Dr. Lance Weldy OL 3
316-ON Lit for Young Adults - Dr. Lance Weldy OL 3
317-1 Editing & Publishing MW 2:30PM- 3:45PM Dr. Lindsey Banister LEC 3
318-1 Technical Communication TTh 12:45PM- 2:00PM Dr. Christine Masters LEC 3
318-ON Technical Communication - Dr. Christine Masters OL 3
335-ON Contemporary British Lit - Dr. David Washington OL 3
341-1 Adv. Comp. for Teachers TTh 8:30AM- 9:45AM Dr. Matthew Nelson LEC 3
341-2 Adv. Comp. for Teachers TTh 9:55AM- 11:10AM Dr. Matthew Nelson LEC 3
344-1 American Realism & Nature MWF 12:30PM- 1:20PM Dr. Rebecca Flannagan LEC 3
349-1 Literature of the South MWF 11:30AM- 12:20PM Dr. Shawn Miller LEC 3
361-1 Shakespeare MWF 9:30AM - 10:20AM Dr. Benjamin Hilb LEC 3
364-ON World Lit: 1650-PRESENT - Dr. Jason Marley OL 3
367-ON Crea. Writ: Fiction Workshop - Dr. Landon Houle OL 3
368-ON Crea. Writ: Adv Fict Workshop - Dr. Landon Houle OL 3
370-1 Crea. Writ: Poetry Workshop MWF 12:30PM- 1:20PM Dr. Adam Houle LEC 3
371-ON Crea. Writ: Adv Poet Workshop - Dr. Jo Edwins OL 3
384-1 African-American Film Hist MWF 10:30AM- 11:20AM Dr. Shawn Smolen-Morton LEC 3
421-1 Gender & Public Rhetoric TTh 11:20AM- 12:35PM Dr. Meredith Love-Steinmetz LEC 3
426-1 Rise of British Novel TTh 8:30AM- 9:45AM Dr. Christopher Johnson LEC 3
431-1 Adv Topics: Writing Nonprofits TTh 8:30AM- 9:45AM Dr. Meredith Love-Steinmetz LEC 3
448-1 Adv Study/Afr-Amer Lit: Contem TTh 9:55AM- 11:10AM Dr. Jacqueline Jones LEC 3
495-1 Prof Writing Capstone - Dr. Christine Masters LEC 3
496-1 Eng Capstone Experience - Dr. Shawn Miller LEC 1
498-1 English Internship - Dr. Christine Masters LEC 3
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING (ENGR)
101-1 Intro to Engineering MWF 9:30AM - 10:20AM Dr. Mark Kanaparthi LEC 3
101-2 Intro to Engineering TTh 8:30AM- 9:45AM Dr. Rahul Renu LEC 3
201-1 Engineering Graphics MW 1:30PM- 2:45PM Dr. Rahul Renu LEC 3
201-2 Engineering Graphics TTh 9:55AM- 11:10AM Dr. Rahul Renu LEC 3
220-1 Materials Engineering MWF 11:30AM- 12:20PM Dr. Mark Kanaparthi LEC 3
250-1 Mechanics of Materials TTh 9:55AM- 11:10AM Dr. Mark Kanaparthi LEC 3
330-1 Engineering Economy MWF 10:30AM- 11:20AM Dr. Brett Shields LEC 3
355-1 Prod & Oper. Management MWF 10:30AM- 11:20AM Dr. Lorna Cintron-Gonzalez LEC 3
356-1 Quality Control MWF 8:30AM- 9:20AM Dr. Brett Shields LEC 3
370-1 Fluid Mechanics TTh 12:45PM- 2:00PM Dr. Mark Kanaparthi LEC 3
373-1 Operations Research TTh 8:30AM- 9:45AM Dr. Brett Shields LEC 3
397-1 Research in Engineering - Dr. Rahul Renu LEC 1
397-2 Research in Engineering - Dr. Brett Shields LEC 1
397-3 Research in Engineering - Dr. Lorna Cintron-Gonzalez LEC 1
397-4 Research in Engineering - Dr. Mark Kanaparthi LEC 1
470-1 Facility Design T 8:30AM- 11:10AM Dr. Lorna Cintron-Gonzalez LEC 3
480-1 IE Senior Design Th 8:30AM- 11:10AM Dr. Lorna Cintron-Gonzalez LEC 4
FINANCE (FIN)
341-1 Financial Management - Dr. Michael Hughes OL 3
341-2 Financial Management TTh 12:45PM- 2:00PM Dr. Jan Serrano LEC 3
341-ON Financial Management - Dr. Jan Serrano OL 3
344-1 Intro to Real Estate TTh 9:55AM- 11:10AM Dr. Neil Riley LEC 3
348-1 Investments II TTh 8:30AM- 09:35AM Dr. Jan Serrano LEC 3
443-1 Financial Markets - Dr. Michael Hughes OL 3
FRENCH (FNCH)
102-ON1 Elem French II - Dr. Elizabeth Zahnd OL 3
102-ON2 Elem French II - Dr. Elizabeth Zahnd OL 3
201-ON Intermed French I - Dr. Elizabeth Zahnd OL 3
202-ON Intermed French II - Dr. Elizabeth Zahnd OL 3
301-ON Grammar & Composition - Dr. Elizabeth Zahnd OL 3
401-1 Survey French Lit to 1800 TTh 11:20AM- 12:35PM Dr. Kyrie Farnell HYB 3
GENDER STUDIES (GNDR)
250G-ON Int Lit: Depict of Gender - Dr. Catherine C. England OL 3
200-1 Gender Studies - Dr. Rachel N. Spear OL 3
Section        Course                   Days    Times          Instructor                  Form.  Credits Section        Course                   Days    Times          Instructor                  Form.  Credits
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321-1 Family-Gender/World History MWF 1:30PM- 2:20PM Dr. Mary Louise Nagata LEC 3
327-1 Psychology of Gender M 6:00PM- 9:00PM Ms. Martha Stewart LEC 3
332-1 The Psy of Relationships W 6:00PM- 9:00PM Mr. William McElveen LEC 3
315-1 Sex & Gender/Social Cont - Dr. Jessica Burke OL 3
GEOGRAPHY (GEOG)
101-1 Cultural Geography MWF 10:30AM- 11:20AM Dr. Scott Brown LEC 3
101-2 Cultural Geography MWF 12:30PM- 1:20PM Dr. Scott Brown HYB 3
101-3 Cultural Geography TTh 4:00PM- 5:15PM Mr. Richard Doughty HYB 3
101-4 Cultural Geography TTh 2:10PM- 3:25PM Mr. Richard Doughty HYB 3
102-1 World Regional Geog MWF 8:30AM- 9:20AM Dr. Jennifer Titanski-Hooper HYB 3
102-2 World Regional Geog MWF 9:30AM - 10:20AM Dr. Jennifer Titanski-Hooper HYB 3
102-ON World Regional Geog - Dr. Jennifer Titanski-Hooper OL 3
300-1 Health & Geog - Covid-19 TTh 8:30AM- 9:45AM Dr. Jennifer Titanski-Hooper LEC 3
303-1 Geog of Latin America TTh 11:20AM- 12:35PM Dr. Scott Brown LEC 3
HISTORY (HIST)
101-1 U S History to 1877 MWF 8:30AM- 9:20AM Dr. V. Kaufman LEC 3
101-2 U S History to 1877 - Dr. Christopher Barton OL 3
101-3 U S History to 1877 - Dr. Christopher Barton OL 3
102-1 U S History Since 1877 MWF 10:30AM- 11:20AM Dr. Jason Kirby LEC 3
102-2 U S History Since 1877 MWF 11:30AM- 12:20PM Dr. Jason Kirby LEC 3
102-3 U S History Since 1877 - Dr. Louis Venters OL 3
103-1 Euro Hist to French Revol - Dr. Erica Edwards OL 3
103-2 Euro Hist to French Revol TTh 9:55AM- 11:10AM Dr. Erica Edwards LEC 3
103-3 Euro Hist to French Revol MWF 11:30AM- 12:20PM Dr. Christopher Kennedy LEC 3
104-1 Euro Hist Since French Rev MWF 10:30AM- 11:20AM Dr. Alena Eskridge-Kosmach LEC 3
104-2 Euro Hist Since French Rev MWF 11:30AM- 12:20PM Dr. Alena Eskridge-Kosmach LEC 3
105-1 Intro Modern World Hist MWF 8:30AM- 9:20AM Dr. Mary Louise Nagata LEC 3
105-2 Intro Modern World Hist MWF 9:30AM - 10:20AM Dr. Mary Louise Nagata LEC 3
220-1 Intro to Public History TTh 2:10PM- 3:25PM Dr. Louis Venters LEC 3
306-1 Latin America: Trad/Change - Dr. John Britton OL 3
318-1 Hist Focus: America in 1960s MW 2:30PM- 3:45PM Dr. Jason Kirby LEC 3
320-1 Hist of Modern Germany TTh 9:55AM- 11:10AM Dr. Alena Eskridge-Kosmach LEC 3
321-1 Family-Gender/World Hist MWF 1:30PM- 2:20PM Dr. Mary Louise Nagata LEC 3
343-1 Archaeology Southeastern US - Dr. Christopher Barton OL 3
347-1 U.S. in Era of W.W.II TTh 12:45PM- 2:00PM Dr. V. Kaufman LEC 3
370-1 African History - Dr. Louis Venters OL 3
487-1 The History Internship - Dr. Louis Venters OL 3
499-1 Senior Thesis TTh 2:10PM- 3:25PM Dr. Erica Edwards LEC 3
INTERPROFESSIONAL HEALTHCARE (IPHC)
301-ON1 Professional Role and Practice - Dr. Sarah Kershner OL 3
301-ON2 Professional Role and Practice - Dr. Tiffany Pressley OL 3
334-ON1 Research in Practice - Ms. Megan Wayne OL 3
334-ON2 Research in Practice - Dr. Anna Townsend OL 3
445-ON1 Population-Focused Care - Dr. Chikaodili Umeweni OL 3
445-ON2 Population-Focused Care - Dr. Chikaodili Umeweni OL 3
448-ON1 Healthcare Policy Development - Dr. Chikaodili Umeweni OL 3
448-ON2 Healthcare Policy Development - Mrs. Kellie L. Middleton OL 3
451-1 Healthcare Finance TTh 11:20AM- 12:35PM Dr. Neil Riley LEC 3
456-ON1 Leadership Hlthcare Envi - Mr. Bradley Cole OL 3
456-ON2 Leadership Hlthcare Envi - Mr. Bradley Cole OL 3
457-ON1 Professional Capstone Co - Dr. Sarah Kershner OL 3
457-ON2 Professional Capstone Co - Dr. Sarah Kershner OL 3
500L-1 Rural Healthcare Lab - Dr. Chikaodili Umeweni LAB 0
500U-ON Rural Healthcare - Dr. Chikaodili Umeweni OL 3
MATHEMATICS (MATH)
105-1 College Algebra I MWF 12:30PM- 1:20PM Mrs. Doris Sears HYB 3
105-2 College Algebra I MWF 1:30PM- 2:20PM Mrs. Doris Sears HYB 3
105-3 College Algebra I TTh 4:30PM- 5:45PM Mrs. Valeria Hyatt LEC 3
105-4 College Algebra I MWF 10:30AM- 11:20AM Mr. Jerry Phillips III LEC 3
105-5 College Algebra I MWF 11:30AM- 12:20PM Mr. Jerry Phillips III LEC 3
105E-1 College Algebra I w/Extended TTh 11:20AM- 12:35PM Ms. A. Dowdy LEC 3
105E-2 College Algebra I w/Extended TTh 9:55AM- 11:10AM Ms. A. Dowdy LEC 3
105L-1 Extended Studio MWF 10:30AM- 11:20AM Ms. A. Dowdy LAB 1
105L-2 Extended Studio MWF 9:30AM - 10:20AM Ms. A. Dowdy LAB 1
105-ON College Algebra I - Mr. Jerry Phillips III OL 3
111-1 College Algebra II MWF 8:30AM- 9:20AM Dr. K. Daniel Brauss LEC 3
111-10 College Algebra II MWF 10:30AM- 11:20AM Ms. Monica Cox LEC 3
111-11 College Algebra II MWF 10:30AM- 11:20AM Dr. Damon Scott LEC 3
111-12 College Algebra II MWF 11:30AM- 12:20PM Ms. Johanna Gibson LEC 3
111-13 College Algebra II MWF 12:30PM- 1:20PM Dr. Damon Scott LEC 3
111-14 College Algebra II MWF 1:30PM- 2:20PM Dr. Damon Scott LEC 3
111-2 College Algebra II MWF 11:30AM- 12:20PM Dr. K. Daniel Brauss LEC 3
111-3 College Algebra II MWF 12:30PM- 1:20PM Ms. Padma Narayan HYB 3
111-4 College Algebra II MWF 8:30AM- 9:20AM Ms. Monica Cox LEC 3
111-5 College Algebra II MWF 8:30AM- 9:20AM Ms. Johanna Gibson LEC 3
111-6 College Algebra II MWF 9:30AM - 10:20AM Ms. Johanna Gibson LEC 3
111-7 College Algebra II MWF 11:30AM- 12:20PM Ms. Padma Narayan HYB 3
111-8 College Algebra II MWF 10:30AM- 11:20AM Dr. Minerva Brauss LEC 3
111-9 College Algebra II MWF 12:30PM- 1:20PM Ms. Johanna Gibson LEC 3
111E-1 Col Algebra II W/Extd Studio MWF 9:30AM - 10:20AM Mrs. Kathy McCoy LEC 3
111L-1 Extended Studio II TTh 11:20AM- 12:35PM Mrs. Kathy McCoy LEC 1
111-ON College Algebra II - Mrs. Kathy McCoy OL 3
Section        Course                   Days    Times          Instructor                  Form.  Credits Section        Course                   Days    Times          Instructor                  Form.  Credits
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131-1 Math Model&Prob Solving TTh 9:55AM- 11:10AM Dr. Thomas Fitzkee LEC 3
132-1 Trig W/ Analytic Geom TTh 9:55AM- 11:10AM Dr. George Schnibben Jr. LEC 3
132-2 Trig W/ Analytic Geom TTh 12:45PM- 2:00PM Dr. George Schnibben Jr. LEC 3
132-3 Trig W/ Analytic Geom TTh 8:30AM- 9:45AM Dr. George Schnibben Jr. LEC 3
134-1 Probability & Statistics TTh 8:30AM- 9:45AM Dr. Ivan Dungan LEC 3
134-2 Probability & Statistics MWF 10:30AM- 11:20AM Dr. Sophia Waymyers LEC 3
134-3 Probability & Statistics TTh 9:55AM- 11:10AM Dr. Daniel Scofield LEC 3
134-4 Probability & Statistics TTh 9:55AM- 11:10AM Ms. Padma Narayan HYB 3
134-5 Probability & Statistics TTh 11:20AM- 12:35PM Dr. Daniel Scofield LEC 3
134-6 Probability & Statistics MWF 9:30AM - 10:20AM Dr. Sophia Waymyers LEC 3
134-7 Probability & Statistics TTh 4:30PM- 5:45PM Ms. Michelle Greene LEC 3
134-8 Probability & Statistics TTh 11:20AM- 12:35PM Ms. Padma Narayan HYB 3
134-9 Probability & Statistics TTh 6:00PM- 7:15PM Ms. Michelle Greene LEC 3
134HH-HON Probability&Stats-Honors TTh 2:10PM- 3:25PM Dr. Ivan Dungan LEC 3
134-ON Probability & Statistics - Dr. Sophia Waymyers OL 3
137-1 Pre-Calculus TTh 9:55AM- 11:10AM Dr. William McGuffey LEC 3
137-2 Pre-Calculus TTh 2:10PM- 3:25PM Dr. William McGuffey LEC 3
170-1 Sur/Math/Early & Elem I TTh 9:55AM- 11:10AM Dr. Kevin D. LoPresto LEC 3
170-2 Sur/Math/Early & Elem I TTh 12:45PM- 2:00PM Dr. Kevin D. LoPresto LEC 3
201-1 Calculus I MWF 8:30AM- 9:20AM Dr. Nicole Panza LEC 3
201-2 Calculus I MWF 9:30AM - 10:20AM Dr. Nicole Panza LEC 3
201-3 Calculus I MWF 12:30PM- 1:20PM Dr. Thomas Schnibben LEC 3
202-1 Calculus II MWF 12:30PM- 1:20PM Dr. Sharon O’Kelley LEC 3
202-2 Calculus II MWF 8:30AM- 9:20AM Dr. Daniel Scofield LEC 3
203-1 Calculus III TTh 11:20AM- 12:35PM Dr. Thomas Fitzkee LEC 3
213-1 Scientific Programm in Python MWF 9:30AM - 10:20AM Dr. K. Daniel Brauss LEC 3
230-1 Discrete Mathematics MWF 9:30AM - 10:20AM Dr. Daniel Scofield LEC 3
270-1 Sur/Math/Early & Elem II MWF 10:30AM- 11:20AM Dr. Sharon O’Kelley LEC 3
270-2 Sur/Math/Early & Elem II TTh 8:30AM- 9:45AM Dr. Kevin D. LoPresto LEC 3
301-1 Ordinary Differ Equation MWF 12:30PM- 1:20PM Dr. Nicole Panza LEC 3
304-1 Linear Algebra MWF 9:30AM - 10:20AM Dr. Thomas Schnibben LEC 3
305-1 Linear Programming MWF 8:30AM- 9:20AM Mr. Jerry Phillips III LEC 3
306-1 Multivariable Calculus TTh 12:45PM- 2:00PM Dr. Damon Scott LEC 3
317-1 Number Theory MWF 11:30AM- 12:20PM Dr. George Schnibben Jr. LEC 3
370-1 Intuitive Geometry MWF 8:30AM- 9:20AM Dr. Sharon O’Kelley LEC 3
409-1 Complex Analysis I TTh 11:20AM- 12:35PM Dr. William McGuffey LEC 3
420-1 Math Probability MWF 12:30PM- 1:20PM Dr. Sophia Waymyers LEC 3
499-1 Mathematics Capstone TTh 12:45PM- 2:00PM Dr. Ivan Dungan LEC 3
MASS COMMUNICATION (MCOM)
201-1 News Writing - Mr. Timothy Hanson OL 3
210-1 Intr to Public Relations - Ms. Kay Packett OL 3
221-1 Intro Broadcast Journalism MWF 9:30AM - 10:20AM Dr. Jack Griffith Jr. LEC 3
301-1 Reporting Public Affairs - Mr. Timothy Hanson OL 3
304-1 Photojournalism TTh 11:20AM- 12:35PM Dr. Stan Diel LEC 3
410-1 Adv Public Relations - Ms. Kay Packett OL 3
440-1 Convergence Journalism TTh 12:45PM- 2:00PM Dr. Stan Diel LEC 3
451-1 Media Law MWF 10:30AM- 11:20AM Dr. Stan Diel LEC 3
455-1 Media Ethics MWF 12:30PM- 1:20PM Dr. Stan Diel LEC 3
475-1 Sport, Media, Society TTh 9:55AM- 11:10AM Dr. Jack Griffith Jr. LEC 3
MANAGEMENT (MGT)
351-1 Mgt of Organizations MW 2:30PM- 3:45PM Dr. Ana-Elisa Iglesias LEC 3
351-2 Mgt of Organizations MWF 1:30PM- 2:20PM Dr. Joe Aniello LEC 3
351-ON Mgt of Organizations - Dr. Joe Aniello OL 3
352-1 Organization Behavior MWF 9:30AM - 10:20AM Dr. Joe Aniello LEC 3
353-1 Human Resource Management TTh 8:00AM- 09:15AM Dr. Ana-Elisa Iglesias LEC 3
355-1 Prod & Oper Management MWF 11:30AM- 12:20PM Dr. Hubert Setzler III LEC 3
355-ON1 Prod & Oper Management - Dr. Elizabeth Sharer OL 3
355-ON2 Prod & Oper Management - Dr. Elizabeth Sharer OL 3
356-1 Process Imp.& Quality Co MWF 9:30AM - 10:20AM Dr. Hubert Setzler III LEC 3
357-1 Mgt. of Service Operations MWF 10:30AM- 11:20AM Dr. Hubert Setzler III LEC 3
373-ON Management Science - Dr. Elizabeth Sharer OL 3
467-ID Supply Chain Management - Dr. Hari Rajagopalan LEC 3
468-ID Prod. Planning & Control - Dr. Elizabeth Sharer OL 3
469-1 Strategic HR Management TTh 12:45PM- 2:00PM Dr. Ana-Elisa Iglesias LEC 3
MILITARY SCIENCE (MILI)
102-1 Introduction to the Army W 1:30PM- 2:20PM Capt. Carson Thomas LEC 2
102L-1 Leadership Lab Th 4:00PM- 6:00PM Capt. Carson Thomas LAB 0
202-1 Funds.Of Mil. Decision Making TTh 9:55AM- 11:10AM Capt. Carson Thomas LEC 3
202L-1 Leadership Lab Th 4:00PM- 6:00PM Capt. Carson Thomas LAB 0
302-1 Applied Mil. Leadership TTh 11:20AM- 12:35PM Capt. Carson Thomas LEC 4
302L-1 Leadership Lab Th 4:00PM- 6:00PM Capt. Carson Thomas LAB 0
402-1 Leadership/Management II TTh 12:45PM- 2:00PM Capt. Carson Thomas LEC 4
402L-1 Leadership Lab Th 4:00PM- 6:00PM Capt. Carson Thomas LAB 0
MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS (MIS)
327-1 Info Systems Fundamental TTh 9:55AM- 11:10AM Dr. Yong Bum Shin LEC 3
327-2 Info Systems Fundamental MWF 9:30AM - 10:20AM Mr. James Wairimu LEC 3
327-ON Info Systems Fundamental - Dr. Yong Bum Shin OL 3
347-1 Bus Data Communications MWF 12:30PM- 1:20PM Mr. James Wairimu LEC 3
447-1 Data Base Management TTh 11:20AM- 12:35PM Dr. Yong Bum Shin LEC 3
MARKETING (MKT)
331-1 Principles of Marketing MWF 11:30AM- 12:20PM Dr. Bryan McLeod LEC 3
331-2 Principles of Marketing MW 2:30PM- 3:45PM Dr. Bryan McLeod LEC 3
Section        Course                   Days    Times          Instructor                  Form.  Credits Section        Course                   Days    Times          Instructor                  Form.  Credits
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331-ON Principles of Marketing - Dr. Marie Devincenzo OL 3
333-1 Marketing Research TTh 11:20AM- 12:35PM Dr. Marie Devincenzo LEC 3
333-ID Marketing Research - Dr. Marie Devincenzo OL 3
334-1 Consumer Behavior TTh 9:55AM- 11:10AM Dr. Kay Belanger LEC 3
339-1 Marketing Communications MWF 8:30AM- 9:20AM Dr. Bryan McLeod LEC 3
432-1 Marketing Management TTh 12:45PM- 2:00PM Dr. Kay Belanger LEC 3
497-1 Spec Study: Digital Marketing TTh 2:10PM- 3:35PM Dr. Marie Devincenzo LEC 3
MIDDLE LEVEL EDUCATION (MLED)
315-1 Teach Soc Stud Mid Level TTh 2:10PM- 3:25PM Dr. Patricia Boatwright LEC 3
316-1 Teach Math Mid Level MWF 10:30AM- 11:20AM Dr. Erik Lowry LEC 3
317-1 Teach Science Mid Level MW 12:45PM- 2:00PM Dr. Patricia Boatwright LEC 3
422-1 MLE:Curriculum & Organiz - Dr. Erik Lowry OL 3
MUSIC (MUSI)
100-1 Chorus TTh 2:10PM- 3:25PM Dr. Mary Coleman LEC 1
101-1 Intro to Music MWF 9:30AM - 10:20AM Mrs. Whitney Davis LEC 3
101-2 Intro to Music TTh 9:55AM- 11:10AM Mr. Rex Hunter LEC 3
101-3 Intro to Music TTh 11:20AM- 12:35PM Mr. Rex Hunter LEC 3
101-4 Intro to Music TTh 12:45PM- 2:00PM Mr. Rex Hunter LEC 3
101-ON Intro to Music - Mr. Richard Reeves OL 3
102-1 Recital Attendance M 2:30PM- 3:20PM Dr. Terry Roberts LEC 0
120-1 Select Vocal Ensemble TTh 3:35PM- 4:50PM Dr. Mary Coleman LEC 1
121-1 Voice - Dr. Mary Coleman LEC 1
121-2 Voice - Mrs. Whitney Davis LEC 1
126-1 Group Voice M 12:30PM- 2:20PM Dr. Mary Coleman LEC 1
130-1 String Ensemble W 2:30PM- 4:00PM Dr. Terry Roberts LEC 1
131-1 Piano - Dr. Paolo Gualdi LEC 1
132-1 Applied Strings - Dr. Terry Roberts LEC 1
140-1 Concert Band T 7:00PM- 10:00PM Dr. Terry Roberts LEC 1
141-1 Applied Woodwind - Mr. James Gardner III LEC 1
142-1 Applied Brass - Dr. Terry Roberts LEC 1
143-1 Applied Percussion - Mr. Richard Reeves LEC 1
144-1 Applied Guitar - Mr. John Ware LEC 1
146-1 Group Guitar MW 12:30PM- 1:20PM Mr. John Ware LEC 1
150-1 Music Industry Ensemble W 2:30PM- 5:30PM Dr. Brandon Goff LEC 1
157-1 Group Piano II MW 11:30AM- 12:20PM Dr. Paolo Gualdi LEC 1
160-1 Chamber Jazz Ensemble T 3:35PM- 6:30PM Dr. Paolo Gualdi LEC 1
210-1 Intro to Music Tech TTh 9:55AM- 11:10AM Dr. Brandon Goff LEC 3
215-1 Theory of Tonal Music MWF 10:30AM- 11:20AM Mr. John Ware LEC 3
216-1 Aural Skills II MW 9:30AM - 10:20AM Dr. Paolo Gualdi LEC 1
302-1 Music History II TTh 11:20AM- 12:35PM Mr. Richard Reeves LEC 3
317-1 Conduct & Ensemble Mgt MWF 10:30AM- 11:20AM Dr. Terry Roberts LEC 3
371-1 Adv Production Technique TTh 11:20AM- 12:35PM Dr. Brandon Goff LEC 3
498-1 Music Industry Internship - Dr. Terry Roberts INT 6
499-1 Music Industry Seminar - Dr. Terry Roberts LEC 6
RN-BSN (NRN)
302-ON Prins:Pathophysiology - Dr. Nina Russell OL 3
448-ON Hlthcare Policy Development - Ms. Megan Wayne OL 3
449-ON Leadership & Management - Dr. Rhonda Brogdon OL 5
449L-1 Leadership & Manage.Lab - Dr. Rhonda Brogdon LAB 0
NURSING (NURS)
211-ON Health Care Terminology - Dr. Tiffany Phillips OL 1
301-1 Health Assessment T 12:30PM- 3:30PM Dr. Tracy George LEC 4
301L-1 Health Assessment Lab W - Dr. Tracy George LAB 0
306-ON1 Nursing Research in Practice - Dr. Allison Munn OL 3
306-ON2 Nursing Research in Practice - Dr. Allison Munn OL 3
307-1 Psychiatric/Mental Hlth Nurs T 8:30AM- 11:30AM Ms. Susan Grubbs LEC 5
307L-1 Psych.& Mental Nurs.:Lab W - Ms. Susan Grubbs LAB 0
309-1 Fundamentals of Nursing Th 8:30AM- 11:30AM Mrs. Kellie L. Middleton LEC 6
309L-1 Fundamentals of Nurs Lab F - Mrs. Kellie L. Middleton LAB 0
317-1 Pharmacology I T 8:30AM- 10:30AM Dr. Dorie Weaver LEC 2
318-1 Nursing Pharmacology II T 1:30PM- 3:30PM Dr. Dorie Weaver LEC 2
320-1 Prin Pathophy & Clinical Nutri Th 12:30PM- 4:30PM Dr. Tiffany Phillips LEC 4
321-1 Adult Health I Th 8:30AM- 11:30AM Dr. Nina Russell LEC 5
321L-1 Adult Health I Lab F - Dr. Nina Russell LAB 0
407-1 Adult Health II T 8:30AM- 11:30AM Ms. Megan Wayne LEC 6
407L-1 Adult Health II Lab M - Ms. Megan Wayne LAB 0
411-1 Adult Hlt III&Nurs Pract T 8:30AM- 11:30AM LEC 6
411L-1 Ad Hl III&Nurs Pract Lab F - LAB 0
416-1 Nursing Care Child&Family Th 8:30AM- 11:30AM Dr. Allison Munn LEC 5
416L-1 Nurs Care Child&Family Lab F - Dr. Allison Munn LEC 0
417-1 Women’s Health Nursing T 12:30PM- 3:30PM Dr. Anna Townsend LEC 4
417L-1 Women’s Health Nursing Lab W - Dr. Anna Townsend LAB 0
418-1 Pop-Focused Nurs Hlthcare Pol Th 8:30AM- 12:20PM Mrs. Julia Hucks LEC 5
418L-1 Pop Focused Nurs Lab M - Mrs. Julia Hucks LAB 0
419-1 Leadership, Mngt, Professional Th 12:30PM- 3:30PM LEC 3
420-1 Clin Decision-Making for Nurse T 12:30PM- 1:30PM Dr. Tiffany Pressley LEC 1
PHILOSOPHY AND RELIGIOUS STUDIES (PRS)
201-1 Intro to Philosophy MWF 12:30PM- 1:20PM Dr. Matthew Turner LEC 3
201HH-HONIntro to Philosophy-Hnrs MWF 11:30AM- 12:20PM Dr. Matthew Turner LEC 3
202-ON Intro Study of Religion - Dr. J. Blackwell OL 3
203-1 Symbolic Logic TTh 12:45PM- 2:00PM Dr. Matthew Turner LEC 3
205-ON Christian Traditions - Dr. J. Blackwell OL 3
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312-1 Medieval Philosophy TTh 11:20AM- 12:35PM Dr. Matthew Turner LEC 3
PHYSICAL EDUCATION (PE)
104-1 Racquetball MW 11:30AM- 12:20PM Mr. Jacob Zehnder LEC 1
104-2 Racquetball MW 9:30AM - 10:20AM Mr. Luis Rincon LEC 1
107-1 Volleyball TTh 11:20AM- 12:10PM Ms. Lauren Baufield LEC 1
108-1 Beginning Tennis MW 10:30AM- 11:20AM Mr. Garth Thomson LEC 1
112-1 Golf TTh 11:20AM- 12:10PM Mr. Mark Gaynor LEC 1
115-1 Weight Control & Fitness MW 11:30AM- 12:20PM Ms. Johnette Walker LEC 1
PHYSICAL SCIENCE (PSCI)
101-1 Physical Science I MWF 8:30AM- 9:20AM Dr. Ginger Bryngelson LEC 4
101-2 Physical Science I TTh 8:30AM- 9:45AM Dr. Philip Fulmer LEC 4
101L-1 Physical Science I Lab W 1:30PM- 4:30PM Ms. Lisa Manglass LAB 0
101L-2 Physical Science I Lab Th 12:45PM- 3:45PM Ms. Lisa Manglass LAB 0
101L-3 Physical Science I Lab T 12:45PM- 3:45PM Dr. Philip Fulmer LAB 0
101L-ON Physical Science I Lab - Mr. Daniel Woods OL 0
PHYSICS (PHYS)
201-1 Tech Physics II MWF 10:30AM- 11:20AM Dr. Hunter Sims LEC 4
201-2 Tech Physics II TTh 9:55AM- 11:10AM Dr. Brittany Baker LEC 4
201L-1 Tech Physics II Lab Th 12:45PM- 3:45PM Dr. Ginger Bryngelson LAB 0
201L-2 Tech Physics II Lab W 1:30PM- 4:30PM Dr. Larry Engelhardt LAB 0
201L-3 Tech Physics II Lab T 12:45PM- 3:45PM Dr. Hunter Sims LAB 0
210-1 Intr to Radiation Protec T 8:30AM- 9:45AM Dr. Derek Jokisch LEC 1
216-1 Gen Physics II MWF 9:30AM - 10:20AM Dr. Larry Engelhardt LEC 4
216L-1 Gen Physics II Lab M 1:30PM- 4:30PM Dr. Hunter Sims LAB 0
216L-2 Gen Physics II Lab W 1:30PM- 4:30PM Dr. Brittany Baker LAB 0
216L-3 Gen Physics II Lab Th 12:45PM- 3:45PM Dr. Brittany Baker LAB 0
216L-4 Gen Physics II Lab T 12:45PM- 3:45PM Ms. Lisa Manglass LAB 0
216-ON Gen Physics II - Dr. R. Smith OL 4
302-1 Electricity & Magnetism MWF 9:30AM - 10:20AM Dr. Ginger Bryngelson LEC 3
314L-ON Modern Physics Lab - Dr. R. Smith OL 0
314-ON Modern Physics - Dr. R. Smith OL 4
320-1 Compu Stat & Therm Phys MWF 8:30AM- 9:20AM Dr. Larry Engelhardt LEC 3
397A-1 Research in Physics - Dr. R. Smith LEC 1
397A-2 Research in Physics - Dr. Larry Engelhardt LEC 1
397A-3 Research in Physics - Dr. Derek Jokisch LEC 1
397A-4 Research in Physics - Dr. Jeannette Myers LEC 1
397A-5 Research in Physics - Dr. Philip Fulmer LEC 1
397A-6 Research in Physics - Dr. Ginger Bryngelson LEC 1
397A-7 Research in Physics - Dr. Brittany Baker LEC 1
397A-8 Research in Physics - Dr. Hunter Sims LEC 1
397A-9 Research in Physics - Ms. Lisa Manglass LEC 1
401-1 Quantum Mechanics TTh 8:30AM- 9:45AM Dr. Hunter Sims LEC 3
415-1 Radiation Biology MWF 10:30AM- 11:20AM Ms. Lisa Manglass LEC 3
416-1 Nuclear Radiation Phys MWF 9:30AM - 10:20AM Dr. Derek Jokisch LEC 4
416L-1 Nuclear Radiation Phys Lab W 1:30PM- 4:30PM Dr. Derek Jokisch LAB 0
418-1 Practical App Health Phy TTh 9:55AM- 11:10AM Dr. Philip Fulmer LEC 3
POLITICAL SCIENCE (POLI)
101-1 U S Government TTh 11:20AM- 12:35PM Dr. Richard Almeida HYB 3
101-2 U S Government MWF 9:30AM - 10:20AM Dr. David White LEC 3
101-3 U S Government - Dr. Kevin Lasher OL 3
101-4 U S Government - Dr. Kevin Lasher OL 3
101-5 U S Government MWF 10:30AM- 11:20AM Dr. Richard Almeida LEC 3
103-1 Intro to Pol Science MWF 1:30PM- 2:20PM Dr. Dillon Tatum LEC 3
103-2 Intro to Pol Science MWF 11:30AM- 12:20PM Dr. Dillon Tatum LEC 3
103-3 Intro to Pol Science MW 2:30PM- 3:45PM Mr. Richard Doughty HYB 3
103-4 Intro to Pol Science MW 4:00PM- 5:15PM Mr. Richard Doughty HYB 3
103-ON1 Intro to Pol Science - Dr. Lauren K. Sheldon OL 3
103-ON2 Intro to Pol Science - Dr. Lauren K. Sheldon OL 3
203-1 Internat’l Relations TTh 9:55AM- 11:10AM Dr. Dillon Tatum LEC 3
215-ON1 Intro to Public Admin - Dr. John Dukes OL 3
215-ON2 Intro to Public Admin - Ms. Mary Brunson OL 3
230-1 Intro Criminal Justice TTh 12:45PM- 2:00PM Dr. T. Warters LEC 3
277-1 Soph Seminar: Careers Pol Sci T 8:30AM- 9:45AM Dr. David White HYB 1
285-1 Political Theory MWF 9:30AM - 10:20AM Dr. Richard Almeida LEC 3
314-ON U S Foreign Policy - Dr. Kevin Lasher OL 3
323-ON Rights of the Accused - Dr. Natalie Johnson OL 3
331-1 Administ of Justice MW 6:00PM- 7:15PM Mr. Todd Tucker LEC 3
333-ON Central & East Euro Politics - Dr. Lauren K. Sheldon OL 3
336-1 Politics of Sports MWF 11:30AM- 12:20PM Dr. David White LEC 3
477-1 Applied Politics - Dr. David White LEC 1
487-1 Public Adm./Crim.Jus.Int - Dr. David White LEC 3
PSYCHOLOGY (PSYC)
206-1 Introductory Psychology MWF 9:30AM - 10:20AM Ms. Meagan Hruska LEC 3
206-2 Introductory Psychology MWF 10:30AM- 11:20AM Ms. Meagan Hruska LEC 3
206-ON Introductory Psychology - Dr. Bianca Jardin LEC 3
216-1 Intro Psy Lab M 8:30AM- 9:20AM Dr. Teresa Herzog LAB 1
216-2 Intro Psy Lab M 9:30AM - 10:20AM Dr. Teresa Herzog LAB 1
216-3 Intro Psy Lab M 10:30AM- 11:20AM Dr. Teresa Herzog LAB 1
216-4 Intro Psy Lab W 8:30AM- 9:20AM Dr. Teresa Herzog LAB 1
216-5 Intro Psy Lab W 9:30AM - 10:20AM Dr. Teresa Herzog LAB 1
216-6 Intro Psy Lab W 10:30AM- 11:20AM Dr. Teresa Herzog LAB 1
216-7 Intro Psy Lab T 8:30AM- 9:20AM Dr. Teresa Herzog LAB 1
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216-8 Intro Psy Lab T 9:55AM- 10:45 Dr. Teresa Herzog LAB 1
216-9 Intro Psy Lab T 11:20AM- 12:10PM Dr. Teresa Herzog LAB 1
216-ON Intro Psy Lab - Dr. Teresa Herzog OL 1
220-1 Careers in Psychology T 12:45PM- 1:35PM Dr. Teresa Herzog LEC 1
220-2 Careers in Psychology W 1:30PM- 2:20PM Dr. Teresa Herzog LEC 1
220-3 Careers in Psychology W 2:30PM- 3:20PM Dr. Teresa Herzog LEC 1
302-1 Quant & Psychomet Method TTh 11:20AM- 12:35PM Dr. Megan Haggard LEC 3
302-2 Quant & Psychomet Method TTh 2:10PM- 3:25PM Dr. Megan Haggard LEC 3
303-1 Research Methodology MW 9:30AM - 10:20AM Dr. Christopher Bullock LEC 3
303L-1 Research Methodology Lab M 2:30PM- 4:30PM Dr. Christopher Bullock LAB 0
303L-2 Research Methodology Lab W 2:30PM- 4:30PM Dr. Christopher Bullock LAB 0
304-1 Brain & Behavior MWF 10:30AM- 11:20AM Dr. Teresa Herzog LEC 3
304-2 Brain & Behavior TTh 11:20AM- 12:35PM Dr. Teresa Herzog LEC 3
314-1 Hlth Psy/Behav Medicine MWF 8:30AM- 10:20AM Ms. Suzette McElveen LEC 3
314-2 Hlth Psy/Behav Medicine MWF 10:30AM- 11:20AM Ms. Suzette McElveen LEC 3
314-ON1 Hlth Psy/Behav Medicine - Dr. Bianca Jardin OL 3
314-ON2 Hlth Psy/Behav Medicine - Mr. John Schwartz OL 3
315-1 Child Behav:Grow & Devel MWF 8:30AM- 9:20AM Dr. Robert Bridger LEC 3
315-2 Child Behav:Grow & Devel MWF 9:30AM - 10:20AM Dr. Robert Bridger LEC 3
315-ON Child Behav:Grow & Devel - Dr. Bianca Jardin OL 3
316-1 Adoles Behav:Grow & Dev - Ms. Kayla Duncan OL 3
319-1 Social Psychology - Dr. Megan Haggard OL 3
325-1 Abnormal Psy MW 12:30PM- 1:45PM Dr. Ronald Murphy Jr. LEC 3
327-1 Psychology of Gender M 6:00PM- 9:00PM Ms. Martha Stewart LEC 3
332-1 The Psy of Relationships W 6:00PM- 9:00PM Mr. William McElveen LEC 3
334-1 Life Span Development MWF 8:30AM- 9:20AM Ms. Meagan Hruska LEC 3
334-2 Life Span Development MWF 9:30AM - 10:20AM Ms. Suzette McElveen LEC 3
334-3 Life Span Development MWF 10:30AM- 11:20AM Dr. Robert Bridger LEC 3
334-4 Life Span Development TTh 2:10PM- 3:25PM Dr. Leslie Barnes-Young LEC 3
334-ON Life Span Development - Ms. Lizette Charping OL 3
336-1 Learning & Cognition TTh 9:55AM- 11:10AM Dr. Stephanie Williams LEC 3
336-2 Learning & Cognition TTh 11:20AM- 12:35PM Dr. Stephanie Williams LEC 3
347-1 Adv Appl Behav Analysis MWF 11:30AM- 12:20PM Dr. Christopher Bullock LEC 3
370-1 Interm. Stud.Research - Dr. Christopher Bullock LEC 2
470-1 Senior Research - Dr. Megan Haggard LEC 3
470-2 Senior Research Dr. Christopher Bullock LEC 3
498-1 Academic Internship, Psy MWF 11:30AM- 12:20PM Ms. Suzette McElveen LEC 3
498-ON Academic Internship, Psy - Ms. Lauren Blackwell OL 3
499-1 Senior Seminar MWF 8:30AM- 9:20AM Dr. Teresa Herzog LEC 3
499-2 Senior Seminar TTh 12:45PM- 2:00PM Dr. Leslie Barnes-Young LEC 3
SOCIOLOGY (SOCI)
201-1 Prin of Sociology MWF 10:30AM- 11:20AM Dr. Russell Ward Jr. LEC 3
201-2 Prin of Sociology MWF 8:30AM- 9:20AM Dr. Todd Couch LEC 3
201-3 Prin of Sociology MWF 9:30AM - 10:20AM Dr. Todd Couch LEC 3
201-ON Prin of Sociology - Dr. Jessica Burke OL 3
302-1 Methods of Sociology MWF 8:30AM- 9:20AM Dr. Russell Ward Jr. LEC 3
303-1 Quant Meth in Soc Research TTh 9:55AM- 11:10AM Dr. Jessica Doucet LEC 3
315-1 Sex & Gender/Social Cont - Dr. Jessica Burke OL 3
339-1 Sociological Theory TTh 8:30AM- 9:45AM Dr. Todd Couch LEC 3
342-1 Social Deviance MWF 12:30PM- 1:20PM Dr. Russell Ward Jr. LEC 3
344-1 Violence in Society TTh 8:30AM- 9:45AM Dr. Jessica Doucet LEC 3
375-ON Soci of Health/Medicine - Dr. Jessica Burke OL 3
389-1 Sociology of Religion TTh 11:20AM- 12:35PM Dr. Todd Couch LEC 3
403-1 Survey Methodology - Dr. Jessica Burke OL 3
496-1 Sociology Capstone Experience - Dr. Jessica Burke OL 1
498-1 Sociology Internship - Dr. Jessica Doucet INT 3
SPANISH (SPAN)
101-1 Elementary Spanish I MWF 9:30AM - 10:20AM Mrs. Rocio Brown LEC 3
101-2 Elementary Spanish I MWF 10:30AM- 11:20AM Mrs. Rocio Brown LEC 3
102-2 Elementary Spanish II MWF 9:30AM - 10:20AM Dr. Wendy Caldwell HYB 3
102-3 Elementary Spanish II MWF 10:30AM- 11:20AM Dr. Wendy Caldwell HYB 3
102-5 Elementary Spanish II MWF 12:30PM- 1:20PM Mrs. Rocio Brown LEC 3
102-ON1 Elementary Spanish II - Dr. Kyrie Farnell OL 3
102-ON2 Elementary Spanish II - Dr. Kyrie Farnell OL 3
201-ON Intermediate Spanish I - Ms. Alicia Crawley OL 3
202-ON1 Intermediate Spanish II - Dr. Kristin Kiely OL 3
202-ON2 Intermediate Spanish II - Dr. Kristin Kiely OL 3
309-1 Civil/Culture Span Amer MWF 12:30PM- 1:20PM Dr. Wendy Caldwell HYB 3
402-ON Peninsular Lit From 1700 - Dr. Kristin Kiely OL 3
SPEECH COMMUNICATION (SPCO)
101-1 Basics of Oral Communication MWF 10:30AM- 11:20AM Ms. Adalia Ellis HYB 3
101-10 Basics of Oral Communication MW 2:30PM- 3:45PM Dr. Bryan Fisher LEC 3
101-12 Basics of Oral Communication MWF 10:30AM- 11:20AM Dr. Jack Griffith Jr. LEC 3
101-13 Basics of Oral Communication TTh 9:55AM- 11:10AM Dr. Bryan Fisher LEC 3
101-14 Basics of Oral Communication - Ms. Jenifer Butler OL 3
101-2 Basics of Oral Communication MWF 1:30PM- 2:20PM Ms. Adalia Ellis HYB 3
101-3 Basics of Oral Communication - Ms. Jenifer Butler OL 3
101-4 Basics of Oral Communication - Ms. Jenifer Butler OL 3
101-5 Basics of Oral Communication MWF 12:30PM- 1:20PM Ms. Adalia Ellis HYB 3
101-6 Basics of Oral Communication - Ms. Kay Packett OL 3
101-7 Basics of Oral Communication MWF 9:30AM - 10:20AM Ms. Adalia Ellis HYB 3
101-8 Basics of Oral Communication - Ms. Rebecca Cross OL 3
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101-9 Basics of Oral Communication TTh 8:30AM- 9:45AM Dr. Bryan Fisher LEC 3
101-ON1 Basics of Oral Communication - Mr. Ismael Perez OL 3
101-ON2 Basics of Oral Communication - Mr. Ismael Perez OL 3
201-1 News Writing - Mr. Timothy Hanson OL 3
203-ON Voice & Diction TTh 11:20AM- 12:35PM Dr. L. Larsen OL 3
THEATRE (THEA)
101-ON1 Intro to Theatre MW 2:30PM- 3:45PM Dr. L. Larsen OL 3
101-ON2 Intro to Theatre TTh 2:10PM- 3:25PM Dr. L. Larsen OL 3
101-ON3 Intro to Theatre - Mr. A. Gourley Jr. OL 3
101-ON4 Intro to Theatre - Mr. A. Gourley Jr. OL 3
201-1 Theatrical Makeup TTh 8:30AM- 9:45AM Ms. Allison Steadman HYB 3
202-1 Stagecraft TTh 9:55AM- 11:10AM Mr. Aaron Krohn LEC 3
205-1 Acting II MWF 10:30AM- 11:20AM Mr. D. Best LEC 2
210-1 Theatre Practicum - PRAC 1
303-1 Theatre Management MWF 9:30AM - 10:20AM Mr. Aaron Krohn LEC 3
UNIVERSITY LIFE (UNIV)
100-1 University Life 100 W 12:30PM- 1:20PM
100-4 University Life 100 T 12:45PM- 1:35PM Dr. Joe Aniello LEC 1
100-5 University Life 100 W 12:30PM- 1:20PM Dr. Bryan McLeod LEC 1
100R-2 University Life 100 T 12:45PM- 1:35PM Dr. Jennifer Titanski-Hooper LEC 1
100R-3 University Life 100 W 12:30PM- 1:20PM Dr. Sarah Kershner LEC 1
102-1 Planning for Success W 12:30PM- 1:20PM Ms. Mary Dittman LEC 1
102-2 Planning for Success T 12:45PM- 1:35PM Dr. Lindsey Banister LEC 1
HONORS COURSES
204HH-HON Intro Macroecon-Honors MWF 8:30AM- 9:20AM Dr. Ben Kyer LEC 3
102HH-HON Rhetoric,Genre & Res-Hon TTh 12:45PM- 2:00PM Dr. Adam Houle LEC 3
134HH-HON Probability&Stats-Honors TTh 2:10PM- 3:25PM Dr. Ivan Dungan LEC 3
201HH-HON Intro to Philosophy-Hnrs MWF 11:30AM- 12:20PM Dr. Matthew Turner LEC 3
202HH-1 Hnr Leadership Symposium M 3:45PM- 5:00PM Dr. Hubert Setzler III LEC 1
203HH-HON Honors Service Symposium W 3:45PM- 5:00PM Dr. Christine Masters LEC 1
251HH-HON Spc Top: Liberalism & Conserva TTh 8:30AM- 9:45AM Dr. Dillon Tatum LEC 3
260HH-HON Hnr Spec Top: Lit & Rhetorics TTh 9:55AM- 11:10AM Dr. Delilah Clark LEC 3
269A-HON Hnr: American Ghost Stories MWF 9:30AM - 10:20AM Dr. Rebecca Flannagan LEC 3
350HH-HON Hnr:Model UN Experience T 2:30PM- 4:30PM Dr. Jennifer Titanski-Hooper LEC 3
391HH-HON Hnr Indep Study Workshop M 2:30PM- 3:20PM Dr. Jon Tuttle LEC 1
397HH-HON Hnrs Col: The History of Sex TTh 11:20AM- 12:35PM Dr. Erica Edwards LEC 3
491HH-HON Hnr:Independent Study - FLD 3
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NURSING (APRN)
501-ON Adv Practice Role - Dr. Tiffany Phillips OL 3
502-ON Biostatistics - Dr. Allison Munn OL 3
504-ON Health Policy&Leadership - Dr. Deborah Hopla OL 3
505-ON Population Hlth & Epidem - Dr. Anna Townsend OL 3
601-1 Adv Pathophysiology W 1:00PM- 4:00PM Dr. Dorie Weaver LEC 3
604-ON Teach & Learn in Nursing - Dr. Karen Gittings OL 3
702L-1 Pr Care/Inft/Chld/Ad Lab - LAB 0
702-ON Pri Care/Inft Child Adol - OL 4
703L-1 Primary Care/Women Lab - Dr. Deborah Hopla LAB 0
703-ON Primary Care of Women - Dr. Deborah Hopla OL 2
708-ON Academic Practicum - Dr. Dorie Weaver OL 3
713-ON Executive Practicum - OL 3
NURSING (DNP)
803-ON Technology&Interprofess Colla - Dr. Nina Russell OL 3
804-ON Ethics and Quality Improvement - Dr. Dorie Weaver OL 3
805-ON Project Development - Dr. Tracy George OL 4
EDUCATION (EDUC)
611-1 Solv Inst Prob Using Tec - Dr. Daljit Kaur OL 3
628-1 Planning for Teachers - Dr. Daljit Kaur OL 3
629-1 Classroom Mgt and Supervison - Dr. Michelle Murphy OL 3
737-1 Content Area Read&Writi - Dr. Lisa Midcalf Carpenter OL 3
763-1 Meth.Teaching Studs/ L.D - Dr. Karen Fries OL 3
764-1 Practicum:Meth Teach L/D - Dr. Karen Fries OL 1
770-1 Learn. Disabilities/Inter MTWThF  8:30AM- 4:25PM Dr. Cynthia Nixon LEC 9
MBA (MBA)
710-ON Business Analytics - Dr. Hari Rajagopalan OL 3
730-ON Leadership & Management - Dr. Hubert Setzler III OL 3
740-ON Applied Corporate Finance - Dr. Neil Riley OL 3
745-ON Strategic Planning - Dr. Fred David OL 3
PSYCHOLOGY (PSYC)
504-1 Contemporary Topics/Appli. Th 3:00PM- 6:00PM Dr. Christopher Bullock OL 3
600B-1 Psy Assessment Practicum W 3:30PM- 4:29PM Dr. Stephanie Williams PRAC 1
600B-2 Psy Assessment Practicum T 12:00PM- 1:00PM Dr. Erica Young PRAC 1
600B-3 Psy Assessment Practicum W 12:00PM- 12:59PM Dr. Shannon Smith PRAC 1
600C-1 Psy Intervention Pract - Dr. Laura Lapen Parkhurst PRAC 1
600C-2 Psy Intervention Practicum Th 12:00PM- 12:59PM Dr. Erica Young PRAC 1
600C-3 Psy Intervention Practicum - Dr. Ronald Murphy Jr. PRAC 1
600C-4 Psy Intervention Practicum T 6:30PM- 7:30PM Dr. Suzanne Faykus PRAC 1
632-1 Quantitative Psy M 3:30PM- 6:30PM Dr. Megan Haggard LEC 3
633-1 Group Coun/Psychotherapy Th 9:00AM- 11:59AM Dr. Erica Young LEC 3
636-1 Indiv Coun& Psychotherap Th 1:00PM- 4:00PM Dr. Ronald Murphy Jr. OL 3
649-1 Psychol Conslt Sch&Agenc T 3:30PM- 6:30PM Dr. Suzanne Faykus LEC 3
699B-1 Internship: Appl Behavior - Dr. Laura Lapen Parkhurst OL 3
700C-1 Adv Psy Interven.Practicum W 3:30PM- 4:29PM Dr. Antonio Cooper PRAC 1
700E-1 Adv.Pre.Intership.Practicum T 3:30PM- 4:29PM Dr. Crystal Hill-Chapman PRAC 1
714-1 Child/Adolescent Counsel W 4:30PM- 7:30PM Dr. Antonio Cooper LEC 3
774-1 Assess/Interv: Numeracy T 4:30PM- 7:30PM Dr. Crystal Hill-Chapman LEC 3
799S-1 Internship: School Psy M 4:30PM- 7:30PM Dr. Antonio Cooper LEC 3
SPEECH - LANGUAGE PATHOLOGY (SLP)
504-1 Sp and Lang Disor Acr Lifesp M 1:00PM- 3:50PM Ms. Rebekah Wada LEC 3
506-1 Multicul Aspects of Comm M 9:00AM- 11:50AM Dr. Afua Agyapong LEC 3
508-ON Hearing Sci & Audio Disorders W 1:00PM- 1:50PM Dr. Manuela Aguilar OL 3
515-ON Phonetics & Phonology W 9:00AM- 11:50AM Dr. Charles Starkweather OL 3
542-1 Autism Spectrum Disorder T 8:00AM- 10:50AM Ms. Rebekah Wada LEC 3
542-2 Autism Spectrum Disorder T 12:00PM- 2:50PM Ms. Rebekah Wada LEC 3
561-1 Dysphagia Th 9:00AM- 11:50AM Dr. Michele Norman LEC 3
570-1 Audiology and Aural Rehab. - Dr. Manuela Aguilar 3
570-1 Audiology and Aural Rehab. 1:00PM- 3:50PM Dr. Manuela Aguilar OL 3
575-1 Adult Language Disorders F 9:00AM- 11:50AM Dr. Afua Agyapong LEC 3
580-1 Clinical Practicum II F 8:00AM- 08:50AM Ms. Michelle Dawson LEC 2
580-2 Clinical Practicum II - Ms. Rebekah Wada PRAC 2
580-3 Clinical Practicum II - Dr. Afua Agyapong PRAC 2
580-4 Clinical Practicum II - Dr. Frances Burns PRAC 2
580-5 Clinical Practicum II - Dr. Michele Norman PRAC 2
591-1 Motor Speech Disorders F 1:00PM- 3:50PM Dr. Michele Norman LEC 3
610-1 Professional Issues and Ethics F 12:00PM- 12:50PM Dr. Michele Norman LEC 1
621-1 Clinical Practicum V F - Ms. Michelle Dawson OL 6
630-1 Research Methods II: Capstone F 1:00PM- 3:50PM Dr. Afua Agyapong LEC 3
630-2 Research Methods II: Capstone F 1:00PM- 3:50PM Dr. Frances Burns LEC 3
630-3 Research Methods II: Capstone F 1:00PM- 3:50PM Dr. Michele Norman LEC 3
630-4 Research Methods II: Capstone F 1:00PM- 3:50PM Ms. Rebekah Wada LEC 3
604-ON Behavioral Assessment - Dr. Laura Lapen Parkhurst OL 3
616-1 Psychoeducational Assess W 4:30PM- 7:30PM Dr. Stephanie Williams LEC 3
620-1 Psychopathology M 1:00PM- 4:00PM Dr. Shannon Smith LEC 3
630-1 Psy Assessment:int/Achie T 9:00AM- 11:59AM Dr. Erica Young LEC 3
631-1 Psy Assess:per/Psychopat W 9:00AM- 11:59AM Dr. Shannon Smith LEC 3
GRADUATE COURSES
